


MECHANICAL MUSIC
at Cbristie's South Kensington

A Columbia Sublime Harmony interchangeable cylinder musical box by E. Paillard,
with four grand format cylinders. Sold 24th July 1997 for 513,800.

NEXT AUCTIoN: South Kensington,3rd December 1997

ENQUIRIES: Christopher Proudfoot on (0171) 327 3272
George Glastris on (0171) 327 3139

CATALoGUE oRDERLINE: tel. (0171) 327 3752

CFIRISTIE'S
SOUTH KENSINGTON

85 Old Brompton Road, London S\77 3LD Tel: (0171) i81.7677 Fax: (0171) 321 3321
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JOHN COWDEROY ANTIOUES

The Clock and Musical Box Centre
Established in 1973. A family business.
42 South Street, Eastbourne BN21 4XB

24 years of fine
seruice to our
cust1mers

All our musical boxes
are fully restored for
your pleasure and
investment.

OPEN 5rlz days a
week 9am - 5pm and
by appointment

Please call
01323 720058
Fax:01323 410163

Illustrated:
An exceptional
"Mikado" Polyphon
playing 24112" discs.
Circa 1880.

RENAISSANCE DISCS

After extensive Study, Research and
Development we have produced a machine
that can copy ALL DISCS for ALL MAKES

of MACHINE:

we can now offer this unique
DISC-CUTTING SERVICE world-wide.

For the first time, GUARANTEED, PERFECT
DISCS, from 4" to34" can be supplied (projection
and projection-less - for Music Boxes and Disc
Orchestrions).

The Computer Numerically Controlled
machinery can produce copies of discs with the
highest possible accuracy, both in terms of radial
and angular positioning. It is totally adaptable
and can even rectify non-standard discs. The
discs are made from ihe correct quality steel, are
attractively finished and are supplied in individual
heavy-duty P.V.C. covers. (These cooers can be supplied

separately).

A GUARANTEED, EFFICIENT SERVICE
- AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

SEND S.A.E. FOR PRICES, LISTS ETC.

Contact Clive or Lester |ones at
The Mechanical Music Collection,

Church Road, Portfield,
CHICHESTER,

West Sussex PO19 4HN.
Telephone: (0L243) 785421 ot 372646

QUALITY INSTRUMENTS DESERVE
'RENAISSANCE'DISCS

(AII types of Musical Box restoration undertaken).

JOE PETTITT at BRIDGEBARN

COIN-OPERATED AMUSEMENTS
OF ALL TYPES

VICTORIAN TO 1930's ERA PLUS MANY
OTHER INTERESTING MUSICAL AND

Antiq.ps ol dl @tfrions
Opr lmost cbys artld vyecrellrde gE ar|ler 4n.

BRIDGEBARN & HAYBARN
ANTIQUE CENTRES
THE GREEN, MAIN ROAD,
BATTLESBRIDGE, ESSEX.

Telephone: Wickford (01268) 763500 & T7SAU
,14 Oher dealers in four hrildings (kJ,eal for tre ladies to broflseD

MECHANICAL ITEMS
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THE TIME HAS COME TO GATHER
AND START OUR OWN

MECHANICAL MUSIC CLUB !
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Yoshihito ilanura
Joji Funaki
Taizou Iurakari
Harui Yanada
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Taizou lurakari
Torcyaa 2-5-58-203
Toyond<a, 0saka, 560 Japan

MUSICAL
BOXES

Free Estimates given

Kcith Hardir-tllrrat, , rgt vf f .J
World of Mechanical Music,
Northleach, Nr. Cheltenham,

Gloucestershire GL54 ?EU.

Tel:01451 860181 Fax:01451 861133

LARGE SELECTION OF
MUSICAL BOXES FOR SALE

Museum and shop open 7 days, 10-6.

flUdiC[l FOX D|EiCf - over a rhousand discs in stock for various Musical Boxes. Send 50 cents
along wich your specific needs for a lisc of rhose discs currencly in srock....OR.,.,send $4.oo for a complece

lisr Jf "ll discs in rco.k. All discs lisced by title, number, condirion and price. (overseas, $5.oo)

SfgtOmti0n SUlpU?d - The only.acalog in rhe world specializing in your Musical Box Restoration
need.sl Governor jewels; damp"r wire in J sizes;lipping wire; geneva stops; worm & worm gears; specialty
rools; iid pi.cur"";'books; d".ll"; instruccion b""kl!i"; J"d -"Jh, much morel lllustrated .ittlog, ou"t 6il
pagesl $5.bo, ref.,ndable wrth order. (Overseas, $6.o0)

SgtOmtiOn SdOOt - The only school in the world specializing strictly in Antique Cylinder Musical
Box Restorationl For pr and amateurs alike. Learn "hands-on"...correct disassembly;
cleaning/polishitrg; .o-b re-cementing; tooth and ci3 replacement; tuning; dampering and

much more! Classes are and July every 2 years and are taught by professional
teacher/rescorer/author Dr. Joseph E sch. Call or write for full details.

lMtlttt CIfUd - Fully ill.,srraced cacalog of ouer 8l differenr cypes of single and multi-colored tune cards

for cylinder boxes. Catal,.g $2.5o (Overseas, $1.50)

tjfffrC AA0cd & GOffpUCt DlCg - The widesc selecrion of recordings of aucomacic musical
insrruments in one cacalogl Over 55 different albumsll Carousel Organs, Street Pianos, Monkey Organs,
Fairground Organs, Disc and Cylinder Musical Boxes, Bird Box./Cage, Musical Clocks, Organettes, . -
Orcf,esrrions .nd -r.ty orher automacic musical instruments! The list of alb,tms is too long to publish here,

and .['m adding ritles all the time] Send $1,oo (to cover postage) for a complete listing of all recordings.

Ranetrnua 9*'gan* 9{-r"y gr-lfr
7. O. 8o, 2Io, 97ou/e 4 - Tillrt A"4 9{ 9. (AS"V) 126674210

516-2624VO (9(on-3o1, sam-zpn) 9^' 5IS-26246(n pz A^)
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Local organisers: Hugh Morgan and
Richard Bartram.

Outline programme to date includes
an impressive exhibition ofmusical boxes
and disc players from local collectors.
Hopefully several members will bring
items of interest and be prepared to
demonstrate/talk about them to the rest
of the group for about 10 minutes at a
time. I

A.G.M. - 6th June 1998
Venue to be decided by the committee. I

Autumn Meeting 1998
September 18th-20th, Ashford' Kent
Local organiser: Paul Bellamy. I

Spring Meeting 1999
April 9th-1 lth, Wakefreld, Yorkshire
Local organisers: John Turner and John
Powell. I

REPORT ON PAST
MEETINGS
Autumn Meeting

September 12th - 14th 1997
The Crown of Crucis Hotel,

Ampney Crucis, Cirencester,
Gloucestershire.

Cirencester, situated only a few miles
from ourweekend destinationofAmpney
Crucis, proved a popular place with
Society members in the autumn sunshine
ofa September Friday afternoon. In fact,
it was difficult to go anywhere in the
town without seeing familiar faces.
Arriving at our hotel we discovered a
delightful building of mellow cotswold
stone nestling alongside a clear-running
brook where a kingfrsher could occa-
sionally be seen providing a flash of
exotic colour. This was to be our base for
the next two days.

As usual, we enjoyed a convivial
dinner on Friday evening followed by
the opportunity to hear some of the
musical boxes brought along by mem-
bers. A Piano Melodica, recently acquired
by Robert Hough, attracted much atten-
tion. Whilst not yet playing to its full
potential, it is clear that this will sound
wonderful when fully restored. Keith
Harding brought along an interesting
Vichv automaton. and Nicholas Simons

Arthur Cunliffe shows a manivelle
from his collection.

John Powell looks at the lighter side
of musical boxes.

demonstrated the potential ofhis Triola
to great effect.

Saturday morning's programme was
opened with a video taken by John T\rrner
at the recent American meeting. This
was followed after the coffee interval
with presentations by Arthur Cunliffe
and John Powell.

Keith Harding with one of his frne
collection at the museum.

Arthur had brought long a collection
ofmusical novelties to prove that collect-
ing musical boxes did not necessarily
mean spending hundreds of pounds.
Included in the demonstration were some
attractive CrownDevon pottery and even
a musical chamber pot!

John Powell rounded off the morning
session with a light hearted look at some
ofhis experiences in buying and restoring
musical boxes.

In the afternoon we travelled to
nearby Northleach to visit Keith
Harding's Museum, where Keith played
many of his frne examples of mechanical
music and gave us the history and
background details of some of the more
unusual items. After the tour (which
overran considerably!) those who were
interested were invited into the work-

WelI I know it's quite a while before we
get to Christmas but to those of you who
will not be attending the OId School on
29th November, an open day, I wish you
all a very Merry Christmas and a Happy
and Peaceful New Year, wherever in the
world you may be.

We are always looking to increase our
membership so if you know of anyone
who you think would like to join or rejoin
our Society bring them to one ofour open
days or contact the Membership Secre-
tary for a membership form.

We intend to have a list in the Spring
edition of the Journal that will include
available Audio and Video tapes, CDs
and records of mechanical music; books,
museums and private collections that
can be viewed. Over and above the ques-
tionnaire that is included inthis Journal,
I would ask those ofyou that have inform-
ation ofsuppliers addresses, prices and
titles, to include the details on a separate
piece of paper or send them to me indivi-
dually. We want to make as much as pos-
sible available to our members.

Itis hoped that ifenough information
comes in, it can be put on a separate
insert in the Journal, that can be removed
for easy reference during the ensuing
year. Do not forget to help us by frlling in
the questionnaire when sending us your
subscriptions.

FORTHCOMING
MEETINGS

Christmas One-Day Meetings 1997

Saturday November 29th
Ted Brown is opening The Old School,
Guildford Road, Bucks Green, Horsham,
WestSussex. NOTthe'Old SchoolHouse'
as shown in the last Journal. (That's next
door and would only take about ten people
if they removed the furniture first). I
Saturday November 29th
Robert Hough is holding an open-day
meeting at Aeolian Court, Chudleigh,
Devon TG13 0EE. I
Saturday December 6th
John T\rrner and John Powell are holding
a joint meeting at Edelstein, 33 Water
Lane, Middlestown, Wakefi eld WT'4 4PX.

Saturday December 6th I
Alan Wyatt is holding an open-day
meeting at The Willows, 102 High Street,
Landbeach, Cambridge CB4 4DT.

Ifyou wish to attend any ofthe Christ-
mas meetings please write to the hosts
for full details ofthe day and directions,
also numbers need to be known in
advance for refreshments. I

Spring Meeting 1998
Park Farm Country Hotel

Hethersett, Norwich NRg 3DL
This is a frrst class hotel, set amongst
beautiful landscaped gardens andjust 5
miles south of Norwich. Within the hotel
complex is a purpose built leisure club
and a magnifrcent swimming pool.

T
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shops to examine items in course of res-
toration and to see the methods used.
For the mechanically minded this was a
real bonus and greatly appreciated.

On arriving back at the hotel we were
delighted to be joined by John and Carmel
Gloyn from Western Australia.

The Society Dinner on Saturday night
was the usual enjoyable affair with an
abundance ofgood food and interesting
conversation - a delightful mixture. After
dinner we were entertained by a local
duo 'Ale and Earty'. With a blend of
traditional songs, country tales and a
few contemporary offerings they pro-
vided a happy and tuneful end of our
meal. The music continued when we
persuaded Paul Bellamy to play his Jager
& Brommer organ.

Sunday morning was devoted to a
series of 10 minute presentations by
members.

Arthur Cunliffe opened the
proceedings with his "Three Boxes of
Bits". This was the story of the restor-
ation of a musical clock - or, more
precisely, a clock with musical box base.
From several boxes of bits Arthur has
reconstructed the clock to a very high
standard despite the many problems
encountered along the way.

Paul Bellamy played his frne Jager &
Brommer street organ again, this time
with some classical pieces which demon-
strated the organ to good advantage.

Paul Bellamy plays his Jager &
Brommer street organ.

A newly restored Nicole box brought
by Roy Ison was a delight and was
described by one Society member as
"probably the best I've ever heard."

Pedal operation is usually associated
with roll playing pianos and organs, but
Ted Brown demonstrated his foot
powered Autophone - usual Autophone
sound but an unusual drive.

And speaking ofunusual drives, Lyn
Wright brought a couple of weird drives

Pedal power demonstrated by Ted
Brown (and his Autophone!).

Lyn lVright explains the mysteries
of one of his unusual drive
mechanisms.

from his collection of the unlikely.
Nothingto do with mechanical musicbut
great fun. He also showed a whistling
frgure which he had built in the style of
Griesbaum - another example of Lyn's
ingenuity.

John Turner contrived to make a
simple Rollmonica demonstration into a
highly amusing event and brought our
morning to a close.

Thanks must go to Arthur Cunliffe

for his hard work in organising this
meeting supported by Keith Harding.
The selection of The Crown of Crucis
Hotel was inspired, and we can all look
back with pleasure on another successful
Autumn meeting. I

Agoodpairof bellows - JohnTurner
with his Rollnonica.

The Chanctonbury Ring
The last meeting at The Old School on
Sunday Slst August was attended by
twenty three members and friends.
Anthony Bulleid gave a chat aboutmusi-
cal box makers and tune sheets. Ted
Brown gave a short talk about H. B.
Hortons'Autophone Company and the
32 note Autophone. A buffet lunch was
suppliedby some ofthe members attend-
ing, and the aft,ernoon was given over to
musical boxes that had been brought for
the day, for members to enjoy.

The next meeting will be unoffrcially
at the Christmas Open Day on 29th
November with keywind boxes being a
topic and the first meeting of 1998 will
be on January llth with the topic of
musical novelties, ancient and modern.

SI.JBSCRIPTION ST]RVEY
Yes - it's that time of year again!

Subscriptions for 1998 are due for
payment on lst January 1998 and en-
closed with this issue of the magazine is
the reminder setting out details of the
renewal subscriptions.

My article in the Autumn/Fall issue
stated that we were considering payment
ofthe subscriptions by standing order.
U.K. members will receive in this issue,
a standing order form for completion
and those members wishing to pay by
standing order should complete this form
and send it direct to their bank by 12th
December.

The reference needed requires your
membership number and this is shown
on your address label as below:-

Membership No. 1234
R. Kerridge,
32 Queens Road,
Reading RGl 4BA
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Your committee have been concerned



for some time that the very wide range
of interests which our members hold
may notbe reflected in thejournal nor in
the overall directionin which the Society
is moving.

Your membership renewal form this
year incorporates a members' survey and
we shall be grateful if you will spare a
few minutes to complete this before you
return the whole form to the Subscrip-
tions Secretary. This survey is confi-
dential to the members ofthe committee
only. The Society has a deliberate policy
where we do not divulge names and
addresses ofmembers to outside agencies
and even enquiries from existing mem-
bers about names and addresses ofother
members are dealt with with discretion.
The questionnaire requires members to
give their name and membership number
but this will only be used by the commit-
tee to make contact with that member, if
necessary.

Many members have suggested that
we publish a directory ofmembers names
and addresses and in view of the
comments above and having regard to
members' security your committee have
decided that your views are needed and
so one of the questions on the survey
relates to the publication of this infor-
mation.

May I please urge all members to
complete the survey and return it to me
with the subscriptions to enable your
committee to formulate the future of the
Society.

Richard' Kerridge
T

^^.1 O Itrbrtuary
Conlon Nancarrow

The death on August 10th, 1997, of
Conlon Nancarrow has taken from us
one of the most signifrcant of modern
frgures in the music of the player-piano.
He will be remembered as the man who
composed music which was too fast and
too wide-compassing for any human
hands to play.

Conlon Nancarrow was born on
October 27th, L912, at Taxarkana,
Arkansas. His father was a grocer, later
to become mayor of the town. Young
Conlon had a tempestuous nature and a
robust view of education, removing
himself from school at an early age,
declaring that he could more profrtably
teach himself. Subsequently, his father
tried to send him to a military academy
but that proved short-lived as did his
time at Vanderbilt where, very briefly,
he read engineering.

At the age of four he took his first
piano lessons which left him baffled. He
never did learn to play the piano but he
was a natural trumpeter, turning easily
tothe jazz idiom. In 1929 he went to the
Cincinnati College Conservatory where
he heard and was influenced by both Art
Tatum and Igor Stravinsky. He was also
very impressed by Louis Armstrong,
Bessie Smith and Jelly Roll Morton and
owned most of their recordings.

Three years later he married a 16-
year-old girl, Helen Rigby and moved to
Boston where he studied counterpoint
with Nicolas Slominskv. Walter Piston

and Roger Sessions. At this time he was
also involved with radical politics, raising
funds for the American communist move-
ment and even organising a concert to
mark the 10th anniversary of Lenin's
death.

In 1937 he went with the Lincoln
Brigade to the Spanish Civil War fighting
on the side ofthe Republicans. Nancar-
row was wounded and then hospitalised
alter contracting hepatitis. With Franco's
forces triumphant, he escaped fromValen-
cia to Barcelona by hiding in a ship's
cargo after which he walked over the
mountains into France. There he made
the discovery that his wife had divorced
him when he was reported missing.

Nancarrow returned to New York
where he wrote forthe influentialjournal
Modern Music and formed friendships
with fellow composers Aaron Copland
and Elliot Carter. However, he was
becoming disenchanted with both the
concert performances of his own music -
the NewYork premiere ofhis Septet was
a disaster because the orchestra would
not rehearse nor would all the plays be
present for the few runs-through which
were possible - and the attitude of the
American government to fascism.

Followinginvestigation by the FBI in
1940, he was refused a new passport on
the grounds ofhis political persuasions.
Having married the artist Annette Mar-
golis in New York in 1947, he emigrated
to Mexico City in disgust. Through
Annette he came to know the circle of
artists centred on Diego Rivera and his
wife, the renowned Freda Kahlo. The
muralist Juan O'Gorman designed a
suburban villa for Nancarrow in the
Modernist style which incorporated a
sound-proofed studio laboratory where
he composed. With the growth of Mexico
City this villa is today in a city-centre
location although the high-walled garden
offers great seclusion.

All was not well though and his mar-
riage to Margolis was a stormy one: they
divorced in 1951 after which Nancarrow
sought comfortinhis pianos and whisky.

As early as the late 1930s, Nancarrow
had had a fascination for creating music
so fast and difficult as to be beyond the
competence of a solitary human per-
former. With music for several players
totally dependent on their ability to work
and play together, Nancarrow soon
became dissatisfied with the fallible
playing of humans. It was at this time
that he frrst encountered the player-
piano which gave him his frrst taste of
the precise mechanical reproduction of
his works.

In 1947, he came into a small
inheritance which he immediately spent
on the acquisition ofa player-piano. He
promptlywent to great lengths to under-
stand exactly how it worked and, dissatis-
fred with its sound, he modifred it,
increasing the volume and dynamic by
inserting steel tacks into the hammers.

He now began to compose music
directly on to paper rolls, punching the
holes himself by hand. It was laborious
work which called for precise execution.
A single sustained dynamic required him
to make lines of holes several feet long.
Because of the speed of his music and
note-repetition, he soon realised he was

forced to run his paper through the
instrument at a faster speed to avoid the
flurries ofadjacent notes from running -

and tearing - into each other. With faster
playing, yet longer music rolls had to be
made which meant even more punching.
It could take him a year and a half to
create seven minutes of music.

Conlon Nancarrow's chief concerns
lay with tempo and rhythm. For those
who attribute to J. S. Bach's keyboard
works the unwarranted accusation of
being too mathematically perfect, this
was the very effect which Nancarrow
sought and his single-minded devotion
to this high degree ofprecision took pre-
cedence over almost every other aspect
of his compositions.

Not satisfred with the accuracy of
repeated note-length and, particularly,
bar-length calculations, he proceeded to
make'musical templates' to divide with
precision a musical measure into its
component parts. These templates were
not just divided accordingto time signa-
ture but also to tempo. The outcome was
the creation of many, many hundreds of
cardboard strips, each fractionally nar-
rower than the preceding one, showing
the division ofgradual grading oftempo.

In one of his later pieces, by which
time he was pre-occupied with counter-
point as well as precision, the structure
begins with a slow'left-hand'bass against
which a very rapid and high-register
'right-hand' competes. Called Study 21,
Canon X, this is a metamorphic Piece
for, during the course of the single-
movement piece, the left hand gradually
accelerates while the right-hand grad-
ually slows down. A the half-way point,
both halves are, momentarily, in concord,
until they progress and become further
and further out of phase until fast has
become slow, and slow has become fast.
It ends with a veritable hurricane of 130
notes in one second.

The'composition' of this piece would
have been impossible without Nan-
carrow's system of templates allowing
such minute bar-changes to be con-
structedwiththe utmost accuracy. There
are reputed to be more than 400 steps in
this piece (there can be no score), each
corresponding to a measure and laid out
with such accuracy that at the end ofthe
oiece the forward measures coincide
exactly with the retarding measures.

Early in the 1970s, Nancarrow tried
to foster interest in his work bY
transcribing the scores of his studies
into conventional notation. This met with
little enthusiasm from such European
composers as Pierre Boulez, but in the
United States he was taken up by John
Cage and by Merce Cunningham, who
choreographed some ofhis earlier studies
for his dance company.

His principal champion then became
the composer Gytigy Ligeti who suc-
ceeded in persuading the MacArthur
Foundation to award Nancarrow a grant
of$300,000. His works began to be played
bylive pianists whose modern technique
could cope with the demands of some of
his compositions.

By the mid- 1980s, Nancarrow's music
was frrmly established in the repertoire
of contemporary music festivals. Despite
being accepted into the American music
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scene, he would not return to live in the
United States, preferringto dwell quietly
in a suburb of Mexico City. Here he
entertained fellow musicians - and
player-piano enthusiasts - from around
the world.

He married, thirdly, Yoko Seguira, a
Japanese anthropologist, with whom he
had a son.

Perhaps the greatest authority on
Conlon Nancarrow's player-piano music
is Dr. Jtirgen Hocker, president of the
German Society for Mechanical Music,
who has published several important
articles on the composer's works includ-
ing Conlon Nancanow, Pioneer of
Computer Music (in'Memoria', Uni-
versidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico,
1990); Auf der Suche nach der Prrizision
(in'Komponieren heute'); Nancarrou:
Musih fiir Selbstspielklauiere (in 'Neue
Zeitschrift fi.ir Musik', September 1986);
and Selbsl ist d,as Klauier (in 'Fono
Forum', May, 1995). Dr. Hocker visited
Nancarrow several times and organised
many concerts with him (using Hocker's
own Biisendorfer Ampico piano) all over
Europe. His music has begun to appear
on disc, the first major recordings being
on the German label Wergo in 1995. Dr.
Hocker is currently working on a
biography of the composer.

Nancarrow's highly idiosyncratic
music, strong on polymorphism and
enorrnous arpeggios together with trills
of impossible widths - sometimes
resulting in torrents ofnotes at up to 170
per second - was virtually ignored for
most of his career. For years, critics
found its remorseless lack of subjective
expression too artificial for comfort. For
all its originality, it bucked fashion and
trend. His devotion to producing music
based on furiously complex mathe-
matical relationships (one took as its
pattern the square root of 2, another e
andpl as irrational tempo comparatives)
defied understanding by most listeners.

Only in very recent times has his
work gained wider exposure and that
only because recording studios have
taken a broad interest in recordingmusic
from piano-roll interpretations.

With compositions such as his 50
Studies for Player Piano (written
between 1950 and 1989). Nancarrow can
be said to have single-handedly put the
player-piano into the van of modern
music and the listening repertoire of
people who might not normally be
interested in mechanical music. Many
find a certain excitement in his pieces
which undeniably demonstrate an
energy which is lacking from virtually
all other forms of pianistic rendition.

Nancarrow once described himself as
an autodidactic who acquired his musical
skills through his own efforts with the
help ofbooks andthroughhearingmusic.
There is no doubt that Stravinsky's.Bife
of Spring (which he heard in 1929 when
he was 17) was a deciding influence in
his development.

Conlon Nancarrow took technology
and turned it into an art form. Whether
or not it became real art through this
process of transformation only time will
tell.

Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume
T

Lost Street Museum loses out
The Lost Street Museum in Ross-on-
Wye, Herefordshire, went under the
hammer at Christie's South Kensington
on October 16th and 17th.

The museum, visited by Society
members last year on the occasion of the
Hereford meeting, represented the
collection pieced together by Pauline di
Palma and her late husband Roger who
searched the length and breadth ofthe
British Isles to find items for their
unusual collection.

For those who did not know this
delightful attraction during its hey-day,
it was housed in a town centre building
and might easily have been mistaken for
another shop entrance in a row ofshops.
Once inside, though, you found yourself
in a little cobbled street with ancient
shops on all sides. These were not the
artificial creations usually found and
used, forexample, atthe recently-defunct
York Museum of Automata. but actual
shop fronts, declared redundant and
carefully dismantled rather than
shamefacedly demolished to make way
for the new.

Each shop comprised an original front
and aninterior stocked with merchandise
and accessories in keeping with the
period. The musical-box shop was
resplendent with items ranging from a
possibly unique Aeolian Orchestrelle
(with stop-knobs staggered in two rows)
through to organettes and cylinder
musical boxes. There were bicycles,
sewing-machines and even gramo-
phones, grocers' wares, tobacconists
goods, sweet jars and everything.

Apparently since the death ofRoger
di Palma some three years ago, Pauline
di Palmahas become increasingly aware
that the attraction was in the wrong
location. Ross is rather far from the
better-known areas, there was no facility
for parking and, perhaps a deciding
factor, the local authority offered neither
help nor encouragement.

This is the closure of the third
mechanical music museum this year!

It is always unfortunate when a
business undertaking fails. The more so
when it is such a delightful one as this
one was.

Flying things with flapping wings
What a strange creature is Man!

We have made hot-air balloons,
heavier-than-air-machines with and
without engines, things which fly faster
than sound, machines to fly us to the
Moon and controllable robots to push
dust about on Mars. We can even kill
birds and insects.

What we have not been able to do is to
create artificiol birds and insects. Yes,
ofcourse we all know about the ancient
Egyptians and their artifrcial birds found

in tombs, but these were merely gliders.
They didnotflap theirwings, lookround,
perceive, or behold, let alone use
judgement.

Well, all that seems to be another of
Nature's little insurmountable hurdles
which our bigger-than-may-be-good-for-
us brains have at last conquered.

Stand by for the flapping-winged
insect-bird which also thinks it's a sub-
sonic Golden Retriever!

News comes that American re-
searchers have united the characteristics
of an insect with a robot to produce tiny
autonomous aircraft that employ the
flight principles of insects in order to
scout and spybehind enemylines. Within
three years, say US scientists at the
Georgia Institute of Technology, so-called
micro air-machines will be able to flap
their way to targets and retrieve visual,
chemical and biological information.

The things are smallerthan sixinches
(15 cms) at their longest dimension,
weigh less than four ounces, fly indoors
or outdoors, attain speeds at up to 50
m.p.h., have a range of 6.2 miles and cost
under $1,000 apiece. They do not play
music when switched on, though.

Because they are so light and small,
fly erratically like insects and are at the
mercy of the elements, human control is
out of the question. They have to be
steered by on-board computers from
geographic and satellite navigation data.
The flapping-wing muscles are driven
by a fuel which forces them to expand
and contract like the real thing.

Ah! Just think ofit! Everyyoung man
will want one so he can spy on his girl-
friend in her bath (unless she spots it
first and doses it with something akin to
a mechanical version of DDT), every
petty thief will take one into the Bank
with him so it can dive-bomb the open
till, and every industrialist will keep one
in his briefcase so he can poach his rival's
secrets.

But what happens if it fails to respond
to the equivalent of 'Here, Boy!' and a
whistle? Will be see plaintifflittle cards
in newsagents'windows. Zost. Electronic
sparrow. Answers to the name 1632J.
Caution. May be armed'.

Oh dear! Why isn't modern automata
as fascinating as it was back in the days
of yore?

Mystery of Masnata's musical boxes
Here's a little mystery with which to
wile away the creative hours. In fact, it's
something which our French members
may like to follow up.

Who were the other Parisian musical-
box manufacturers which, like Andr6
Soualle, were shortlived? How many
pieces of their work survive? More to the
point, has anybody ever seen the work of
Michel-Ange Masnata?
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What we do know is that he was one
of that small but important gtoup of
musical-box makers which worked in
Paris around the middle of the last
century. He also was in business for no
more than one year.

The French industrywas a fascinating
one, the more so because so little of it has
been written down and recorded. This
goes for all the makers of mechanical
instruments, notjust those involved with
musical boxes.

In 1805, metropolitan Paris sported
three makers of mechanical musical
instruments. By 1830 there were many
more, in the main serinette-builders in
the villages of the Vosges, particularly
Mirecourt. ChAtenois. Sauville and the
villages around NeufchAtel and Epinal.

As early as 1827 at the Exposition
Nationale Paris had'one or two' makers
of musical boxes, but these may have
been mis-described serinette producers.

It is well known that. in 1855. the
business ofAndr6 Soualle was founded
for the manufacture of cylinder musical
boxes. It is equally well known that in
1861, his business went bust for 369,000
francs. A small number of his musical
boxes are known and identifred by his
name stamp on the bedplate. They are
almost indistinguishable from con-
temporary Swiss products.

What is not so well known is that in
1861 Michel-Ange Masnata set up in
business with finance provided by
somebody called Redier to manufacture
musical boxes. Masnata was even less
successful than Soualle for his bank-
ruptcy is recorded by March the following
year. The records ofthis are preserved in
Archives de la Seine, D11U3, dr.196585
for March 4th, 1862.

His failure appears to have been one
of the most signifrcant of the year in the
freld of Parisian musical-instrument-
makers.

Did he actually produce any musical
boxes? Do any survive? Is there anything
to be read into the coincidence ofdates -

the failure of Soualle in the same year
that he set up in business? Had Masnata
worked for Soualle?

And who was the Parisian musical-
box maker Bolviller who was charged by
L'Ep6e with infringing his methods of
making musical boxes in 1860?

Can somebody in France do a little
probing into the records?

Racca, Racca; wherefore art thou,
Racca
For a nation which contributed so much
to mechanical music, Italy is not yet a
nation blessed by an abundance of
collectors or enthusiasts, let alone serious
researchers. In fact, to the knowledge of
the writer, there is only one serious
private collector in the whole of the
Italian nation. And he is the world
authority on the instruments of Giovanni
Racca.

Franco Severi has the good fortune to
live very close to the museum established

by the late Marino Marini. For the past
ten years he has taken a close interest in
mechanical music but, aware of the vast
size ofthe freld, he decided to specialise.
And what better instrument to go for
that one of which his nation may justly
be proud.

Today Franco Severi owns about
frfteen Piano Melodicos of various types
and styles. His research is mainly focused
on history, biography and documentation
and he plans to publish his frnding in
collaboration with Dr. Antonio Latanza
of the National Musical Instrument
Museum in Rome. Already he has
founded the Piano Melodico G. Racca
Club complete with smart letter-head
from his home address.

Franco asks some questions. He says:
"After the 19-note prototype of 1886-87,
Racca presented in Bologrra the frrst 30-
note Pianino Melodico and started their
production, also grantingthe licence [for
manufacturel in Germany. I have never
found a 30-note Piano Melodico marked
by Racca, and among the 30-note pianos
you can see in museums or catalogues of
the time,I can't distinguish a true Racca.

"I own two 48-note pianos that play
round cards (piano-player type) equipped
with Racca's original music, and a 73-
note piano with round cards but no
music." He adds that he has never seen
any documentation referring to these.

France has built up Racca's family
tree and found a living descendent who
knew nothing of his family's illustrious
past.

If anybody can help Franco with
information or offer any help, please
write to him direct at: Franco Severi, Via
Monticino 485,47023 Cesena, Italy. His
e-mail address is fseveri@mbox.queen.it.

T5pewriter Repairman - where are
you?
Talking about the Racca piano reminds
us that it is one of many mechanical
musical instruments which use rubber-
covered rollers for transporting the music
sheets.

Owners of Piano Melodicos. fair
organs, organettes, and other mech-
anical-drive pieces have found it harder
and harder to repair their rollers which,
through age, also get harder and harder
until the rubber becomes like vulcanite
andis aboutas rubbery as ajamjarfilled
with quick-setting sago pudding.

Rubber drive rollers fail in one (or
more) ofthree ways: the rubber dissolves
into a foul substance with the attract-
iveness and consistency ofstale molasses;
the rubber goes hard, becomes brittle
and emulates that most ancient of pre-
War plastics, Bakelite; the rubber cracks,
crazes and takes on the appearance of a
computer-model ofthe Rocky Mountains
with occasional flat-spots.

Any of these makes the rubber-
covered roller next to useless for the
smooth transport of anything, let alone
cardboard music.

In the old days (like 20 years ago),
there was never any problem. You took

the roller to the local typewriter repair
shop, told the helpful man behind-the
counter how hard you wanted the new
rubber to be - and a couple ofweeks later
you had a newly-covered roller! These
fellows never asked embarrassing
questions like'never seen one like that
before', or'what make of typewriter is it
from?'Theyjust did thejob, no questions
asked. Because typewriters were a mass
ofrubber rollers from paper bails up to
the platen itself, these chaps were tooled
up to do whatever roller they were given.

Today there are no typewriter-
repairers. Dam' it! There aren't even
any typewritersl So much for progress.
But it remains a major problem for those
of us with aged instruments - and Gio-
vanni Racca pianos.

Ifanybody has a contact who can re-
rubber ruined rollers for Society Mem-
bers, let us know and we will publish the
information as a service to all. Perhaps,
somewhere, there lurks still an aged
typewriter repairman who doesn't know
why he hasn't had any customers for a
decade. . .

Rollers similar to those used on type-
writers and keyframes are also used on
small printing presses. There are many
roller recovery seruices auailable, seruing
the printing industry, throughout Eng-
land and indeed, the world. Simply ring
your local printer and ask who they use

for recouering inking rollers. Alterna-
tiuely contact Ultrachem, Unit 15, 100
Baker Road, Newthorpe, Nottingham
NG16 2DP. You utill need to mention the
use intended so that the hardness can be

made cotectly.(Editor).

Vestal sale breaks 4O-year Roehl run
Almost four decades ago, Harvey and
Marion Roehl founded The Vestal Press
in Vestal, New York State. Books pub-
lished by the enthusiastic pair's business
are found on many of the shelves of our
members everywhere today and many
collectors started their hobby through
picking up a Vestal publication.

Vestal went through a diffrcult patch
a decade ago when another director was
broughtinto manage the operation. That
arrangement ceased two years ago since
when the business has more ofless been
in limbo. The Roehl couple, with no
successors to take over the business and
becoming, like us all, full ofyears, wanted
to sell - but wisely.

Now comes the news that the
business, its inventory and its copyrights
have indeed been sold. The new owner is
the National Book Network in Maryland.
The new olvners plan to republish the
out-of-print Automatic Musical Instru'
ments by Q. David Bowers and also the
two books by Graham Webb'depending
on interest in these books'.

It's a sad day for those ofus who have
considered Vestal Press and its amusing
newsletters, plus the not infrequent
amusing letters from Harvey himself, to
have been part of the joy of collecting.
Nevertheless we wish the new Vestal
Press goodluck- and Harvey andMarion
a long and happy retirement. I
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Register News
Recently, Anthony Bulleid wrote about
the "lyre and spray of leaves" type of
tune card and noted that this type of
card seems to be found only on early
boxes. Unfortunately, the Register en-
tries offer no help as to the name of the
maker, so another line of investigation
needs to be followed. A possible frnger
print to link these boxes with a maker
may come from noting distinctive
arrangements and the tonal quality of
the boxes.

Of the two boxes I once owned with
this type oftune card, the tune arrange-
ments and the tonal quality were dis-
tinctive and excellent. One ofthese boxes
has its card illustrated in Arthur Ord-
Hume's book Musical Box. It is number
13 and noted as being an early Bremond.
Personally, I found no clues to link this
box with Bremond and wonder what
evidence exists to link this type oftune
card with Bremond, or did it come from
the early days of collecting when it was
thought that any box with a lyre was a
Bremond?

Some Langdorff and Henriot/Badel
movements didhavethe unusualfeature
of a third dowel at the back of the comb
base. LangdorIl boxes used their own
well known types of tune card. We know
Badel made many boxes but few can be
identified. It is unlikely they have all
disappeared from the face ofthe earth,
so is it possible that the "lyre and spray"
cards were used by Badel? The period of

manufacture would fit.
We alsoknow thatHenriotboxes used

their distinctive embossed type oftune
card, so further investigation is neces-
sary. If all these boxes show the distinc-
tive type ofarrangements oftunes, then
that would present strong circumstantial
evidence to link the boxes to a common
manufacturer. This is only an idea put
out for consideration, but if members
who own boxes with the "lyre and spray
of leaves" type of card could write to me
giving details oftheirboxes and possibly
a recording, that would be very helpful.
Please send to The Registrar, c/o 5, East
Bight, Lincoln LN2 1QH.

Members who have recently started
to collect musical boxes may be a little
bewildered by the sight of letters and
numbers that have been added to tune
cards. These canbe found on a surprising
number of boxes and are nothing more
sinister than pricing marks put on by
antique dealers ofyesteryear. Years ago,
it was very common for dealers to use
coded markings, but fortunately this
practice has largely ceased. In the case
of the few dealers who still use coded
pricing, they seem to have restricted
their artistic efforts to the tie on label.

At the recent Ampney Crucis meeting
a fine example of an early Nicole box was
demonstrated. This had the markings
on the cylinder which have in the past
been described as rigid notation. I think
our knowledge ofboxes has developed to

the stage where such a term is no longer
accurate as it is obvious that the notes
are not frozen in duration as rigid implies.
I think it may be better to refer to these
boxes as having "squared cylindermark-
ings." Comments please.

The organette and disc musical box
registers are not progressing very well.
Ifyouhave not registered your machines,
please do so as soon as possible. The
security aspect alone makes it a worth-
while exercise.

To inexperienced persons, one piece
of mechanical music looks very like
another and the presentation ofa unique
Register number plus a list of full details
and a photograph helps the over
stretched police enormously to identify
any stolen object.

Lack of evidence means that police
have to give back stolen property to
criminals astheycannotprovewhoreally
owned it in the frrst place. Some victims
are content to accept the insurance pay-
out and make little effort to help the
police in recovering property. In my view
this is wrong as it leads to criminals
believing they can get away with it and
it inevitably leads to a rise in insurance
premiums. I know there are still some
members who have not taken down
details ofserial numbers or photographed
their possessions. Please do take these
basic steps. Better still, register items
and keep a note oftheir unique Register
number. T

The Musical Box Regrster
listed. Many of the best Nicole boxes
were produced in this period. To save

T/card Comments
+ =Yes
* 6 air. Keywind.* 4 air. Keywind.* 4 air. Keywind.* 4 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.* 8 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.r 8 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.t 6 air. Ke)'wind.
- 6 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
- 6 air. Ke)'wind.* 4 air. Keywind.4 4 air. Keywind.* 4 air. Keywind.* 8 air. Key'wind.
- ? air. Keywind.
- 8 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.+ 8 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.* 8 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.x 6 air. Keywind.* 4 air. Keywind.
- 4 air. Keywind.
- 6 air. Ke)'wind.
- 4 air. Ke)'wind.* 8 air. Keywind.4 4 air. Keywind.+ 6 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.
- 3 Overture Keywind.x 6 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.x 6 air. keywind.
* 6 air. Hymn box. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.

In this second part ofthe Nicole Freres
frle, the early 20,000 serial numbers are

S/No.

20084
20r49
20226
20232
20247
20467
20491
20518
20574
206r4
20632
20737
20808
20946
20953
20989
2LL28
2t200
2t295
21318
2t324
21368
2L394
21405
21433
21.454
21482
2t489
2r550
21692
2r755
21805
21819
21830

T/card Comments
*=Yes
* 6 air. Keywind.+ 6 air. Keywind.+ 8 air. Keywind.
- 6 air. Keywind.+ 6 air. Keywind.+ 4 air- Keywind.
- ? air. Keywind.+ 6 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.
- 4 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.* 10 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.
- 4 air. Keywind.
- 4 air. Keywind.+ 4 air. Keywind.x 6 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.
* 8 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.
- 6 air. Ke5rwind.t 6 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.+ 6 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
* 4 air. Keywind.
* 4 air. Keywind.
- 8 air. Keywind.
- ? air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.* 6 air. Keywind.x 6 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.+ 6 air. Keywind.

space, the name Nicole has been omitted.
9197.u.1.

RegA.Io.

R-2766
R-2692
R-2677
R-2876
R-476
R-2693
R-2705
R-477
R-4832
R-2701
R-4912
R-2655
R-478
R-479
R-2574
R-427r
R-480
R-3088
R-3362
R-2694
R-2108
R-2723
R-2620
R-2649
R-2658
R-2381
R-2724
R-2725
R-481
R-2744
R-482
R-4024
R-483
R-2726

Reg/No.

R-2623
R-2657
R-2663
R-2646
R-2636
R-2670
R-2343
R-2665
R-2668
R-2669
R-2656
R-2662
R-2109
R-2661
R-2075
R-3211
R-1875
R-472
R-2673
R-2672
R-473
R-2687
R-3361
R-3087
R-2674
R-2675
R-2629
R-2676
R-474
R-3927
R-4386
R-475
R-1402
R-2380

S/l.Io.

21860
21892
2r907
2I95L
22007
22046
22054
22126
22I29
22t76
22254
22294
2232r
22322
22338
22435
22545
22603
22604
22646
22663
22670
22686
22692
22693
227L8
22720
22738
22782
228r4
22867
2287r
22985
23016
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SA.[o.

23040
23069
23111
23t29
23r47
23150
23r56
23158
23161
23186
23240
23250
23263
23275
23280
23302
233r4
23385
23386
23389
23398
23400
23453

Reg/No.

R-3089
R-1860
R-2727
R-4044
R-484
R-2769
R-2765
R-4089
R-1880
R-485
R-1689
R-3161
R-4455
R-1861
R-4272
R-2829
R-486
R-2851
R-487
R-2758
R-488
R-2703
R-2t77

SA.Io.

23486
235TI
23597
23611
23685
23694
23707
23720
23747
2375r
23765
23773
2378L
23782
23794
23892
23895
239t4
23932
23964
23974
23984
23998

Reg/No.

R-3365
R-2382
R-489
R-1327
R-2788
R-2704
R-3090
R-2748
R-2808
R-2792
R-4817
R-2790
R-2789
R-490
R-4090
R-2794
R-4812
R-2786
R-491
R-2793
R-492
R-28t2
R-2743

T/card Comments
*=Yes

- 12 air. 2 perturn. Keywind.
- 6 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
- ? air. Keywind.
- ? air. Keywind.
* 4 Overture. Keywind.
x 8 air. Keywind.
- 4 Overture. Keywind.
* 8 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
- ? air. Overture. Kewvind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
- 8 air. Keywind.
- 4 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
* 4 air. Keywind.
* 4 air. Forte-piano. Keywind.
* 4 Overture. Keywind.
* 10 air. 2 perturn. Keywind.
* 3 Overture. Keywind.
* 8 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.
* 12 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.

T/card Comments
*=Yes
x 6 air. Keywind.
x 6 air. Keywind.
+ 4 air. Keywind.* 12 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.
- 3 Overture. Keywind.
* 4 air. Keywind.
- 6 air. Keywind.
* 4 air. Keywind.
* 4 air. Keywind.
- 8 air. 2 per turn. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Ratchet wind.
- 8 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
- 6 air. Keywind.
* 3 Overture. Keywind.
* 8 air. Keywind.
x 6 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
* 6 air. Keywind.
{< 8 air. Keywind.

Book

REVIEW
by Keith Harding rnru

Restoring Musical Boxes & Musical
Clocks, byArthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume.
Published by Mayft.eld Books, Derby shire,
1997, 25 x 78cm., hardbach, 368 pages,
180 illustrations and 184 d'iagrams,
/sBN 0 9523270 2 3. t34.99.

It is always a pleasure to add to one's
collection another book by Arthur W. J.
G. Ord-Hume. This is, I understand, his
sixteenth book. in addition to his ex-
tremely prolifrc articles, mainly con-
cerned with various aspects of music,
engineering or aeronautics, and he never
ceases to amaze with the extent of his
knowledge and interests. It has often
been said that technicians cannot write
and that writers oftechnical books lack
practical experience, but this cannot be
said of Arthur, who has crammed an
amazing amount of varied experience
into his life. It seems that he was the
frrst person after the last war to make
and fly his own aircraft, and I can
remember visiting him in his home and
seeing it suspended from his ceiling. At
that time in the 1960s he specialised in
the restoration of British chamber barrel
organs, but already had amassed a varied
collection of cylinder and disc musical
boxes. some of which he would sell from
time to time, saying that it was his
intention that by so doing his collection
would cost him nothing.

This is a very comprehensive, well
researched and well written book, which
clearly owes much to the twenty-four
years he spent editingthejournal ofThe
Musical Box Society of Great Britain, of
which he is a founder member. It is
written in the form of a DIY (do-it-
yoursell) manual in simple, easy to follow
language, in spite ofgoing into intricate
details! no mean feat in spite of a lifetime
ofexperience as a writer. Anybody can
understand his instructions. He des-
cribes the best way to set about the
repair of cylinder and disc musical boxes,
singing birds and musical clocks,

including those which play on carillons
ofbells, organs and dulcimers. There are
wonderful and much needed sections on
arranging music for mechanical musical
instruments, repinning musical barrels,
musical theory, tuning and contem-
porary tunes found on antique musical
clocks. There is also a useful glossary of
terms and of course an index. It really
does not matter that so much of it has
been said before, in addition to what is
new, because here it is said better and
we have the gteat advantage in havingit
all in one place.

There is a good introduction to this
book, but I would like to see a much
stronger warning of the damage which
can result from someone tackling ajob
for which they have not the necessary
skill or experience and perhaps not even
the aptitude. A very high proportion of
our work on both musical boxes and
clocks consists in putting right the work
of previous repairers and this is not
always possible.

I do not agree, by the way, with the
authors statement that all the old clock-
makers were trained in musical work.
Any clock or musical box was made by a
team of specialists and the idea of a
single craftsman doing everything, either
in making or for that matter in restora-
tion, is strictly for the model engineers
exhibition. It is often apparent when
working on the more elaborate clocks
that the musical work was designed and
made as a separate item and sometimes
by a different frrm. In some cases such as
a James Cox pagoda clock made for the
Emperor of China, we found that the
carillon had been put into the clock in
such a way that it could never possibly
have played properly, with bell hammers
bent to avoid pillars for example and
playrng on the wrong bells. Sometimes
an apparently original set of bells is
tuned to the wrong tuning scale.

Not surprisingly there are numerous
passages where I would disagree with
the author, for instance on page 61 it is
often necessary to make a new end on an
old mainspring, but before cutting and
frling it is necessary to de-temper an
inch or two with a flame. On page 31, I

wonder if anyone ever really uses a
"safety screwdriver?" It is so simple to
prevent the end of a screwdriver blade
slipping from the slot in the screw by
simply steadying it with the frngers of
the other hand.

On page 116 in the section on re-
pairing disc musical boxes there is an
important omission. It is essential that
the star wheel gantry is not removed
from the bedplate, as its positioning is
the factory setting on which all other
settings depend. On a badly worn disc
box, it is often necessary to frt a new star
wheel arbor, which is a highly skilled
job. The pressure bar rollers are nearly
always made of ebonite and when worn
we make replacements ofblack nylatron,
which has a lower co-effrcient of friction
and would certainly have been used by
the old makers if it had been available.

On the subject oforgan clocks, Arthur
really comes into his own and I would
not presume to disagree with him on
most matters.

Notwithstanding my criticisms, if
there is one book that should certainly
find a place on the workbench ofeveryone
who aspires to repair musical boxes or
musical clocks, this is it. I have a copy, I
use it and above all I am happy to sell it
in our shop. I

Geneva Exhibition
from Dauid Mizen

Your attention is directed to an excellent
exhibition of over 400 musical boxes that
are currently on at the Museum of Art
and History in Geneva, until the llth
January 1998. Organised by Etienne
Blyelle, Director of CABAM (Conser-
vatoire Autonome des Boites a Musiques

- see the Music Box Magazine of Spring
1993) and comprising many from his
own collection and also from the Utrecht
Museum. the Musee Baud and others.
Etienne Blyelle is pleased to show
members of the MBSGB round if an
appointment is made with him - home
telephone no. (Geneva) 0041-22-3296-
203 at about 9 a.m. or 9 p.m., or contact
Roy Ison for information. I
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Being a reuiew of corntemporary
literature on mechanical music

published at home and the world
ouer as monitored by The Library of

Mechanical Music & Horology,
Guildford, Suney.

The Keyftame, Journal of the Fair
Organ Preservation Society,
Number 3, 1997.

Chairman Peter Haywood records in
his column the unveiling of a newly-
restored 89-key Gavioli style G4 for its
owners in Chepstow. He says that it
comprises 402 pipes and three registers
including vertical bass trombones,
adding that the organ is probably unique
in being the only example of this style
imported into this country to work on
the fairground which was never altered
to the violin baritone Marenghi scale.
He also reports that the Fair Organ
Preservation Society now sports 1094
actual members representing 924
memberships.

Chris Edmonds begins a two-part
examination of the fairground organ
beginning with the comment that there
is a difference between the terminology
ofthe church-organ and the fair-organ.
With church-organs the decorated front
is called the case and the back is called
the back. With fair-organs the front is
called the front and the back the case!
The author refers to some Continental
cathedral organs having'solid carved
marble cases' and suggests this as the
reason for the marbling applied to some
show-organ fronts. We have never heard
ofan organ, cathedral or church, having
a marble case, although table clocks
with clockwork organs frequently had
decorated marble cases-

Mr Edmonds also attributes to
Holtkamp the origins of the fairground
organ pipe layout. This is not strictly
true. While Walter Holtkamp of
Cleveland, Ohio, placed his pipes in
ascending rows from front to back, this
was still supplanted by a frontal display
ofpipes. However, the attribution would
be better directed at some ofthe early
Black Forest makers who understood
the need for tuning access - the primary
reason for ascending ranks in a confrned
space.

Similarly, the author is wrong to
assert that 'the mighty Wurlitzer cinema
organ'was the only type that never had
a case or front. This same can be said of
every make of cinema organ, many of
the house organ installations ofAeolian,
Welte, Scheidmeyer and Skinner, while
those Black Forest orchestrions built
into homes frequently had no more than
a building frame.

The Sellindge Steam Special is one
of the lesser-known Spring Bank
Holiday organ festivals held in Britain.

Generally in is not associated with so
much mud! Craig Bennett writes on
this year's event and reports on two
outstanding visiting organs from Ger-
many - a 19lO-vintage 79-keyless
Richter and a Model 35 Ruth which,
although he does not tell us, is a 67-
keyless scale. Also present at this rally,
Craig Bennett tells us, was the 101-key
Mortier dance organ which once
belonged to the late David Barlow at
Cleobury Mortimer.

Archie Mercer writes about fair-
organ music and describes some of the
music which is directly attributable to
war, starting with the relic of the
Crimean War, Goodbye, Dolly Gray,
right up to the 1939-45 war with When
they sound the last AII Clear.

William Taylor relates the story of
rebuilding an 89-key Gavioli which he
believes started out as a Style G2, and
Stuart Dobbs describes the restoration
of a clockworkbarrel organ atWindsor.

Das Mechanische Musikinstru-
ment. afournal der Gesellschaft fiir
selpstspielende Musikinstrumente
e.V, No. 69, July, 1997

The German society, reports President
Jiirgen Hocker, currently has some 600
members. Hocker laments that ofthese,
some 500'choose to remain anon5rmous'
and do not appear at collectors' or
members'meetings or other events'. He
suggests that this reticence is partly
due to the problem of not knowing
anybody.

For the Annual General Meeting in
Dresden this October there is to be a
move to ensure that those members
who feel isolated by not knowing people
will be properly looked after. This is a
problem the world over and is some-
thing any society must address ifit is to
overcome the unwillingness of many
people to expose themselves and their
particular interests when they don't
anybody else.

Take heed, though. These is to be a
lottery at the Berg-Hotel Freital in
Dresden - venue for the gathering - at
which prizes are numerous and worth-
while - free accommodation, no less. 'I
can assure you that the chances of
winning are very high', promises the
president.

Stefan Fleck continues his exam-
ination of the Automatische Capellen
from catalogues and publicity material
produced by the Gebrtider Weber busi-
ness in Waldkirch. Amidst a flurry of
fascinating details of the company and
its instruments an unfortunate typo-
graphical style error (a minor point but
a sigrrificant one) employs the capital
letter 'o' instead of the number 0 in
instrument prices which occurs
throughout - even in dates!

What the catalogue facsimile does,
though, is to help identify some of those
unusual German instruments that
occasionally turn up which have large
automaton figures on their fronts. Often
these are mistakenly confused with the

small automated frgures on Bruder
barrel organs. Now you can correctly
identifu the instrument as the Clown
od.er humoristische Kapellen - and give
the correct model number according to
the number of frgures!

There is also a catalogue from the
Cologne frrm of Deutsche Automaten
Gesellschaft Stollwerck & Co., Comm.-
Ges. This company, (which the article
does not tell us had addresses at
Corneliusstr. 24, and Kiinigin-Augu.sta-
Halle L7/25) manufactured and sold
musical automata of a wide variety of
types. The hrm also made musical
automata with moving frgures and this
catalogue illustrates and describes the
models produced. From the great
retailing house run by Paul Simon in
Leipzig as Ernst Holzweissig Nachfolger
there are illustrations and descriptions
of other animated doll automata.

Our German sister society tends
frequently to concentrate on a theme
for its issues and this one is no exception
with a following article by Thomas
Jansen on the restoration ofthe Gebr.
Weber Automatische Kapelle in the
Elztalmuseum, Waldkirch. This ex-
cellent paper is accompanied by some
quite extraordinary detail photographs
showing wear on the various linkages.
Another picture, showing wedges being
used to open a chest, should have a
warning: Please do not try this one at
home...

Naturally space is devoted to the
passingofCarl Frei Jnr, recorded in our
pages last issue.

Anybody who ever goes to Cologne
for whatever purpose cannot fail to know
of the most popular drinking tavern in
the Old Town. Here one sits at tables
converted from ancient treadle sewing
machines with the walls plastered with
reproductions of advertisements for all
manner of mechanical musical instru-
ments. And all around the room are
mechanical pianos, orchestrions and
music machines of many types. For this
is Papa Joe's Klimperkasten run by
member Joe Bischmann. This summer
he celebrated his 20th anniversary and,
rightly, this is marked in the journal.

An illustrated feature describes the
collection of Dr. Robert Gilson in
America and features a picture of his
extremely rare HupfeldPaz orchestrion
made to rival the Weber Maesto (see
picture in Tun Musrc Box last issue
where the name was unfortunatelv mis-
spelled).

Musiques M6caniques Vivantes,
Journal of the Association des Amis
des Instru.nents et de la Musique
M6canique, No. 23, 3F-'trimestre,
1997.
Our French sister association now has
434 members, reports President Lecorn6
in his editorial message in this issue. M.
Lacorn6 also reminds members that he
took offrce in 1985, 13 years ago, and he
is now standing for the last time. A
replacement will be required in the year
2001 and ideally, he says, this person
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will have to be on the executive com-
mittee by 1998 so as to be groomed for
the post.

The first article in this issue is
devoted to the unusual Polymnia disc-
playingmusicalbox. This isthe unusual
one easily recognisedbythe angled disc-
locating pressure bar. In an unsigned
article (but we can be reasonably certain
that it emanated from M. Blyelle) we
are told about the Swiss disc musical-
box makers and the work of Jean Billon
which led to the production of the
Polymnia and the related Gloria.

There is a useful page of detailed
drawings showing comb/starwheel/
damper geometry which will be of great
use to anybody confronted with having
to attempt the setting-up of a Polymnia's
combs.

Frangois Pingon describes a visit to a
mechanical-organ convention in staged
in Saxony, Germany, where the pro-
grammes were devoted to the 'classical'
repertoire. The creation of Dr. Karl-
Heinz Klimt. this was the sixth such
annual gathering held at the castle in
the little township ofKtithen. An idea of
the quality of music played on instru-
ments ranging from a 24-note Ariston
organette through to a 27-key Erman, a
29-key Hopp and a 31-note Raffrn with
six registers can be gained from the list
of composers represented - Handel,
Mozart, Smetana, Telemann,J. C. Bach,
Mendelssohn and, out ofrespect for the
French and that nation's great
contribution to music, Marc-Antoine
Charpentier's Te Deum.

Under the title Constructing a
B arbarie Organ : a great adv enture !, Fr.-
Xavier Hauser describes his experiences
in making his own street organ. He
describes howhe chose the scale, settling
on the 27-note Erman, a keyless organ,
with a single rank of pipes. An inter-
esting drawing shows M. Hauser's
method of building the valve-chest and
shows thathe used hexagonalbrass bar
for the tracker-bar, the opposing faces
beneath the upper surface providing
perfectly-arranged surfaces for the
staggered-exit tracker-bar piping.

In a piece given the snappy title The
French bird which has charrned
Roch[e]feller and ernperor of China, J ean
Palaiseul charts the history of the
mechanical singing bird as a prelude to
visiting the works of Bontems today.
The 70-year-old grandson of founder
Blaise Bontems is still alive but the
business is in the hands of M. Clavel.

An interesting story is related how,
as a child, Blaise frrst became fascinated
with artifrcial birds. Blaise's father was
a gunsmith in Le Vosges and one of his
customers was a game-keeper who for
fun would stuffbirds with straw. One
day Blaise as a child took his gun, shot
down a bird and plucked it and showed
the game-keeper what he had done. The
game-keeper said'you are a real master
but the bird is still alive' to which the
child replied that it couldn't be because
it was no longer singing.

From that point on, apparently,

Blaise became obsessed with the idea of
being able to make a stuffed bird sing,
and for many years he would go into
Fontainebleau forest to listen to bird
song and study their flight. The rest is
history although Clavel adds that
Blaise, on the way to singing birds, also
invented'the ancestor of the autogyro'.

An article on mechanical organs first
published in 1936 is reproduced. This
contains the rather distasteful con-
temporary comment (to modern street-
organ buffs) that the original so-called
Barbarie organs - hand-turned portables
- were all very well'but unfortunately
they made a noise which was offensive
to the ears'!

News Bulletin, Member magazine
of the Musical Box Society Inter-
national. Issue 137, July/August
1997.

Frank Metzger presents his last
editorial before his replacement as
President of the MBSI. He comments
that the MBSI is changing and not
always the way in which some 'old-
timers' would like. 'What we collect is
changing as the rarities and even the
common pieces get out of the financial
reach of many of our membets', he says.
The problem is world-wide.

The news of the sale of the Vestal
Press, set up almost forty years ago and
run ever since by Harvey and Marion
Roehl, is reported.

In the previous issue there was
discussion regarding the unexpected
cancellation of the proposed joint
NAWCC and MBSI museum project
which was so dramatically supported at
the MBSI's annual general meetinglast
summer. Now it seems that the retiring
president has sent an open letter to his
opposite number in the NAWCC urging
them - nay, almost begging them - to re-
consider their rejection. The letter,
reproduced, has also gone to all NAWCC
Council members.

One might wish, perhaps, the MBSI
to have shown a greater strength of
character in accepting that the NAWCC
doesn't want to collaborate and simply
put the whole thingdown to experience.
Even ifthe NAWCC were now to reverse
its decision, pride alone should prevent
the MBSI from crawling gratefully back
under the apron ofthe watch and clock
people. They don't want to play ball so
forget the engagement and get on with
life. It would have been a crummy
marriage in any event after all that
antipathy and disharmony. The MBSI
is big enough to ride its own trolley and
needs no outside shot-caller.

Has any member a Clariophone
organette? It plays zinc bands and was
made by Spaethe. Your reporter re-
members repairing one for Graham
Webb many, many years ago. He also
owned one for some years (1970s) but
frnally succumbed to persistent begging
from an'organette collector'and sold it.
Said so-called organette specialist,
despite his promises and pledges, turned

out to be an amateur dealer and
promptly sold it on, methinks to on of
those once-rich Yankees. Now Walter
Moore in America needs information.
Anybody help him?

Bulletin, The Player Piano Group,
No. 143, June, 1997

The Musical Museum at Brentford,
originally the British Piano Museum
set up by the late Frank Holland, has
been unsuccessful in its bid for a
National Lottery grant, reports the
latest issue. While other causes, some
not, in our opinion, as worthy as this
one, have successfully applied for aid
from this relatively new source, the
people responsibility for doling out the
cash contributed by the National Lottery
have turned down the request for a
grant to enable the museum to move
into Hampton Court House. It seems
the authorities didnot considermusical
instruments were the right things to
put in this listed building.

The conductor Sir Charles Mackerras
has agreed to become the frrst Patron of
the PPG.

The PPG is excitedly promoting the
centenary of the Pianola and has
produced a logo saying'Pianola 100'. In
1897 the frrst Pianola was exhibited.
Apparently the PPG also intend to mark
the centenary of other instruments such
as the reproducing piano (one event for
the whole instrument, or one each for
Welte, Hupfeld and all the others up to
Duo-Art andAmpico is not made clear).

By courtesy of Gerald Stonehill is
reprinted an article from the Piano
Trade Magazlne of November 1919 on
the launch of the foot-operated Duo-
Art, this makes fascinating reading even
if some of the suppositions seem to us
today to be ill-reasoned.

Larry Givens relates an interview
with Charles Fuller Stoddard in 1964
on the occasion of his rebuilding the
inventor's own Model B Ampico. When
Givens described how he had removed
every valve for cleaning and repair,
Stoddard looked amazed. It demon-
strates the different values of the age
for when Stoddard was makingAmpicos,
valves were expendable and never
intended to be stripped down for ser-
vicing. If only we had today what
Stoddard had back in the 1920s - namely
a store-keeper who would deliver a box
ofbrand-new valves!

An interesting tit-bit is that Reginald
Reynolds, doyen ofthe Aeolian, worked
first for Cecilian. An advertising
postcard is reproduced. Another frnd,
recorded elsewhere in this issue. is the
discovery of a collection of Clark-Apollo
piano roll catalogues. The author,Julian
Dyer, summarises their contents.

The Library of Mechanical Music &
Horology, 24 Shepherds Lane, Guildford,
Surrey, GU2 6SL.

September 19th, 1997. I
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An original Encore.

positioned over each string that when
activated would pluck the string. The
closing of an individual circuit would
advance the desired star-wheel, thus
picking the appropriate string once to
play a note. This model used a frve-
string banjo unlike the Encore's four-
string banjo. All frve pickers were
controlled by an electromagnetically read
perforated roll.

Gilman's patents U.S. No. 505,878
and.547 ,544 granted in October of 1893
and 1895 respectively, dealt with the
perforated roll and acoin slotmechanism
that differentiated between coins.

The same attorneys that assisted
Gilman achieve his patents helped
William S. Reed attain a patent (U.S.
No. 558,419) for pneumatic rather than
electromagnetic picking and fretting of
a five stringbanjo, granted onApril 14,
1896, applied for in June of 1893.

Gilman filed yet another patent on
July 21, 1894, for certain improvements
on the electromagnetic banjo, and this is
the flrrst patent to be assigned to the
American Automatic Banjo Company,
one of the frrms set up to manufacture
and distribute the Encore.

In June of 1903, Charles B. Kendall
wrote a history of the American Auto-
matic Banjo Company. This "history,"
distributed as a prospectus to several
securities agents and private investors,
is extremely valuable for its description
of the development of the Encore. The
electromagnetic version ofthe banjo was
unknown to contemporary collectors

A replica Encore banjo.

until its mention in this prospectus was
discovered. Kendall wrote that:

I herewith present to you some facts
and figures concerning the busi-
ness that I haue been closely allied
with for the past seuen years.

The Automatic Banjo is broad,Iy
couered by U.S. Letters Patent that
make it an absolute monopoly upon
all stringed instrurnents whereby
the tone ofthe string is changed by
automatically changing its length ;
and the perforated music sheets
that are used upon said patented,
instrutnents . . . . There haue been
issued ouer thirty patents so far
and assigned to the company . . . .

Our patents couer the electro-
magnetic, pneumatic, and mech-
anical methods of operation.

The first Automatic banjo was
introduced in 1896, before the name
"Encore" was used. It operated on the
electromagnetic system of which none
are known to survive today. It is theorised
that many of this type were converted to
the later pneumatic system. The magnets
used in the electromagnetic system were
of the telegraphic type, too jerky and
noisy to be practical. The only electricity
then available was taken from street
lights. The high voltage caused so much
sparking that the paper rolls tended to
igrrite and endanger the premises. A
practical battery, providing a lower
voltage, had yet to be invented. A pneu-
matic system only required electricity to
run the motor, which handled high

voltage safely, so the next model was of
the pneumatic system. The machines
were than marketable after being suffi-
ciently perfected.

In 1897, the name "Encore" was trade-
marked. The name appeared both in the
crest casting on top ofthe cabinet and on
the lower portion ofthe neck ofthe banjo
itself, inlaid in mother-of-pearl. Kendall
established the New England Automatic
Banjo Company, after sellingthe patents
to W. Scott O'Conner, presumably the
father of James O'Conner, who was
instrumental in the development of the
first electromagnetic automatic banjo
and helped to perfect the pneumatically
operated Encore Banjo. Kendall's
company, located in Boston, governed
the distribution rights to Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachu-
setts with nonexclusive rights to foreign
countries. The manufacturing rights
were granted to the Eastern Specialty
Company, another one of Kendall's
interests.

W. Scott O'Conner established his
own company, the American Automatic
Banjo Company of New Jersey, and
served as president, being the major
stock holder. This company retained the
distribution rights to New York, where
it was located. and the rest of the United
States outside of New England. It must
have been intended to be the parent
company. AII of the patents were
assigned to this company. The American
Automatic Banjo Company licensed or
partially owned several Encore dis-
tributors, and it was the sole producer of
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music rolls for the machine.
In 1898, seven patents were granted,

two of which named Charles B. Kendall
as the inventor. One of these patents
(U.S. No. 606,2 19) dealt with engineering
improvements in the pneumatic action.
This led to the improvements ofWilliam
S. Reed's pneumatic picking device.

William A. Lorenz and C . E dwin Delue
are the inventors named in patent U.S.
No. 606,222, gtanted on June 28, 1898,
the same date on Kendall's patent. These
two men, Lorenz and Delue, were
probably employed by the New England
Automatic Banjo Company. Lorenz was
from Hartford, Connecticut, while Delue
was from Boston where the New England
Companywas located. Lorenz was named
as a witness for Kendall's patent.
Lorenz's and Delue's patent was for im-
provements on the pneumatic picking
device; this patent however, is for a four-
string banjo rather than a five-string
banjo like in the Reed patent. The banjo
that the Encore uses is most like a plec-
trum banjo; the four strings are tuned to
the notes C, G, B, and D. Unlike a
plectrum banjo, the Encore banjo has
onlytenfrets. While this gives theEncore
forty fret positions, it is capable of
producing only 25 different notes due to
the overlapping positions (ex.: G# ofthe
same octave can be played on the C or G
string).

Arother patent that was granted on
the same day was that of Walfrid
Gustafson (U.S. No. 606,207). The patent
included yet another improvement in

the pneumatic picking device. This device
most closely resembles the style of
pickers that survive today. The device
forces the picker to travel in an elliptical
path around the string. The picker picks
the string once and then returns to its
original position, without hitting the
string on the backstroke, ready to be
activated again. All this is done by a
pneumatic, hinge, two springs, and a
guide template which the picker follows.
It is guessed that Gustafson was em-
ployed by the American Automatic Banjo
Company and contributed to a divergence
in design between the two factories
manufacturing the banjo. The list of
patents go on, indicating a wide range of
experimentation, most of which were
engineering improvements.

The New England Automatic Banjo
Company produced perhaps 200
machines between 1897 and 1900. This
version was somewhat of a primitive
machine. The cabinet had an early style
crest which featured the Encore name in
script. The paper roll was loaded from
the rear ofthe machine and operated a
valve chest that used s/ro-inch diameter
steel balls for valves which caused many
problems. Kendall recalls such problems
as the amount of electricity needed to
operated the heavy valves.

The pneumatic systemdid not con-
tinue as satisfactory as expected,
on account of the great power
requirements to operate it, as well
as its complications and the many
trouble s arising therefrom, and the

limited area of tenitory that could
be occupied., euen in the large citbs,
because of the unauailable neces-
sity ofusing the street-light electric
current for a natiue power to oper-
ate the pneumatics.

As it turned out, both companies ran
into severe trouble. Kendall and O'Con-
ner decide to re-form the two companies
and start over.

In April of 1899, the American
Automatic Banjo Company began to
break-up into two companies. It was the
sole producer of music rolls for the
Encore, but it also made rolls for other
companies' products. The name of the
company was changed to a less descrip-
tive American Automusic Company. A
year later, the music roll manufacturing
part of the company split to form the
Connerized Music Company, with James
O'Conner (presumablyW. Scott's son) as
president and treasurer. The American
Automusic Company, with W. Scott
O'Conner remaining as president,
continued to manufacture the Encore
while sharing their factory at 227
Bleecker Street, in New York city, with
the Connerized Music Company.

A new style Encore was produced
that remained unique to the New York
factory. The valves were improved by
using a small pneumatic which moved a
flat lead valve. The roll frame was moved
from the rear to the front ofthe machine,
which was much more accessible. The
cast metal plate on the top crest kept the
original company name, the Automatic

The back view ofan opened Encore.
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The crest plate listing the patents that led to America's first coin-
operated automatic stringed music machine.

Banjo Company ofNew Jersey, and listed
many of the patents that led to the cur-
rent machine. Sometime after 1900, the
name "Encore" was no longer inlaid in
the neck of the banjo but rather the
script was cut from 8/ez-inch German
silver stock and attached in its place.
Sometime later, the lower front door
panel design ofthe case changed from an
arched raised panel to a more simple
rectangular pattern.

It was not until March of 1901, that
the Eastern Specialty Company and the
New England Automatic Banjo Company
were re-incorporated to form the Auto-
Manufacturing Company, backed frnan-
cially by the investment group of Davis

and Soule of Waterville, Maine. From
then on the company went downhill,
while the New York Company prospered
until around 1903. Although Kendall
was not president, he remained forceful
and creative with the Auto-Manufac-
turing Company.

The Auto-Manufacturing Company
produceditsbanjos in Boston. The Boston
version of the Encore was experimented
with unsuccessfully. For example,
instead of changing the ball-valve
system, aluminium balls were sought to
replace the steel balls because alu-
miniurn is lighter, therefore requiring
less electricity to operate.

The roll frame ofthe Boston stvle was

kept in the rear, which caused some
problems since the New York style was
different. The American Automusic
Company was the sole producer of the
paper rolls. The holes ofthe tracker bar
in the New York machine started from
the left, and the roll travelled downward
in front of the roll mechanism. On the
Boston machine, the holes started from
the right and the roll travelled upward.
This was not a great problem since all
that was needed was to turn the roll
around for the Boston machine . but there
were still problems since the rolls were
made for the New York machine.

The two companies used the same
parts and the outside appearance was
the same. Both used the same custom
madebanjo, the same case, mostofwhich
were of quarter-sawn oak with a half-
dozen of mahogany, the same cast-brass
decorative corners ofwhich there were
two designs, and the same coin slide and
counter. Some ofthe oak-cased machines
were made without coin mechanisms as
home models. The first home model was
exhibited atthe Paris Exposition of1900,
by C. B. Kendall, which was produced by
the Boston company.

The American Automusic Company
issued a four-page leaflet to promote the
Encore called "The King of Slot
Machines." A variety of information
about the Banjo was given including:

The Company is offering "The
Encore," a nickel-in-the-slot auto-
matic banjo for operation in public
places after the well established

A restored original Encore.
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The roll mechanism of the instrument. Note the bin
where the frve-tune endless roll is held.

A replica next to an original Encore. The original is
the one on the right.

Encores built. Compared to other novelty
instruments; the Encore was extremely
successful. If one percent survived, 25
Encores should remain in existence
today. There are at least 20 known to be
extant, and are in the hands ofprivate
collectors and museums.

One ofthe aspects that attract collec-
tors is the Encore's ancestral link to the
modern computer. One of the McTam-
many patents states that the banjos "are
operated or governed by means of a
perforated sheet ofpaper or other mater-
ial constructed somewhat upon the
pattern-cards of a Jacquard Loom." The
Jacquard Loom was originated by Joseph
Jacquard of France around 1801.
Punched cards were used to control the
weaving of multicoloured complicated
patterns done by the loom. The Jacquard
Loom is commonly considered to be the
forerunner of today's computer program-
ming techniques. However, the Encore
has an even more direct link to the
modern computer.

Joseph Jacquard was the frrst to
conceive the idea of using cardboard
strips, perforated appropriately, to
replace the barrel in barrel organs. John
McTammany further developed this idea
in his player reed-organs, and later in
the roll mechanism of the early Encores.
Followingthe Encore's example, the Roth
and Engelhardt Company introduced the
first American coin-operated pneumatic
nickelodeon piano in 1898, the Peerless
Style D. This piano operated on an
endless roll with the roll mechanism

method of the coin controlled. de-
uices already in use. These instru'
ments are furnished with a music
roll containing fiue popular selec-
tions, one ofwhich is rendered by
the insertion of a nickel in the slot
prouided for that purpose . . . . The
auerage time for the rendition of a
tune is about a minute and a half,
and., therefore, the earning capacity
of the instrument is about two dol'
Iars for each hour of actual work.

The leaflet goes on to explain that by
changing the rolls, a varied programme
is provided to keep the public's interest.
The company claimed that, by arrange-
ment with all the music publishers in
the United States, it was provided with
advance copies of all new music, which
was thenimmediatelytranscribedto the
Encore music roll. The company provided
a catalogue of about 2,000 available
musical numbers and was kept as current
as possible to offerthe verylatestmusical
selection of the day, such as "By the
Light of the Silvery Moon," "Yankee
Doodle Dandy," "Bill Bailey, Won't You
Please Come Home?" and "The Maple
Leaf Rag." In truth, the company had
trouble living up to its promise and
received numerous complaints aboutthe
availability of music rolls.

The Auto-Manufacturing Company
rented the Encores to such public places
as taverns, theatres, lodges, restaurants,
and drug stores. The American Auto-
music Company sold, as well as leased,
its machines through several dozen sales

agents, primarily music stores and
arcade operators. One distributor was
the Automatic Musical Company of
Binghamton, New York, which later re-
organised as the Link Piano Company.
The Encore sold mostly in the $350 to
$500 range.

The novelty of an automatic banjo
quickly wore off as automatic pianos
were introduced. The nickelodeon's
popularity soon made the Encore
obsolete. In 1906, W. Scott O'Conner
had abandoned the automatic banjo
business for the much more lucrative
music roll business. The Connerized
Music Company became a major manu-
facturer/distributor of player piano rolls
and moved to a larger factory. James
O'Conner didn't give up entirely on the
automatic banjo. In 1914, he introduced
the Banjorchestra, an orchestrion that
featured an automatic banjo identical to
the Encore, along with drums, tambour-
ine, castanets, triangle and piano. The
Banjorchestra was never as successful
as the Encore. But even as successful as
the Encore was, by 1916, used models
were sold for as little as $25.

The actual number of banjos produced
is very difficult to determine since there
are many conflicting statements from
various sources concerning the quantity
made. Richard Crandall, anEncore Banjo
connoisseur, estimated the number of
machines produced by relying on frnan-
cial statements, production papers, and
serial numbers of extant machines. He
believes that there were around 2.500
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behind the piano, using the same
printipals as the early Encores. (Roth
and Engelhardt also produced a version
ofthe Banjorchestra). This company was
later acquired by the Sperry Rand
Company. The Sperry Rand Company
was the developer of the Univac 1, the
first commercial programmable com-
puter. Therefore, there is a direct link
from the Jacquard Loom to the
McTammany player reed-organ to the
Encore Banjo to the Peerless nickelodeon
to the Univac 1 to today's most advanced
computers.

Today, the Encore Automatic Banjo
is both highly desirable and very rare. It
may be the elusive, never-to-be-
recaptured feeling of an earlier era that
make such instruments so fascinating
today, an era that somehow seems to be
wistfully carefree and nostalgic. The
sound produced by a properly restored
Encore is the exact sound that our
ancestors heard and enjoyed. One can
listen to an old phonograph record or
view an old frlm but the experience is
reproduced through a medium. It is not
so with automatic musical instruments
such as the Encore. There is no medium
between today's listener and the
"performer" of years ago. The performer
is here today, and plays for you undimin-
ished, with nothing lost or changed,just

as in years past. The performance that
delights the listener today may have
delighted, in exactly the same way,
Queen Victoria, Teddy Roosevelt, a New
York beer hall patron, or a Paris street-
walker years ago. Through the music of
such machines, the emotions of another
time, another place, the entertainment
of another era comes to life unaltered
and undimmed today. This along with
its history, makes the Encore a choice
instrument to be acquired by today's
collectors. The demand for Encore Banjos
is so high that a market for replicas has
developed.

In 1975, David Ramey, my father, a
highly respected restorer, purchased
various original Encore parts. The parts,
alongwith complete machines, were once
kept in a barn on the East Coast. The
barn was subjected to floods and a fire.
After being water and fire damaged, the
contents ofthe barn were separated and
sold. Sometime afterthat, the parts of 14
machines were sold to my father. From
these original parts, copies were made,
which led to the remanufacture of the
Encore Automaticbanjo. Usinghis many
years of experience, Dave made some of
his own engineering improvements to
make the machine more reliable. Along
with the help ofvarious people, such as
a custom banjo craftsman, custom

cabinet makers, a foundry, and a machin-
ist, the remanufacture ofthe Encore was
possible.

Copies of some original music rolls
were made. Art Reblitz, a restorer and
music roll arranger, arranged two new
five tune rolls which included tunes such
as: "TheBattleofNewOrleans," "Waiting
fortheRobertE. Lee," "Ain't She Sweet,"
"Duelling Banjos," and "Your Cheating
Heart." These are the first new arrange-
ments of music for the Encore since the
closing of the American Automusic
Company, ninety years ago.

As of this writing my father and I
have built 40 replicas that have been
sold to all parts ofthe world. In 1984, my
father introduced the Double Encore
Banjo. A machine of his own invention
that features two banjos mounted side
by side in a custom made "stretched-out"
Encore cabinet. Despite the fact that the
replicas outnumber the extant original
machines by a ratio of two to one, the
replicas have had little or no effect on
the appreciation in value ofthe original
Encores. In fact, even the replicas
continue to appreciate. This is a credit to
not only my father's expertise but to the
Encore Automatic Banjo itself.

Copyright 1996 Dauid, Ramey, Jr.
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Many people show interest in my small
exhibition and toy with the idea of
perhaps owning a musical box or
pianola, but have little idea of what to
look out for and are afraid to take the
plunge for various reasons. In these
few lines I have tried to include a
smattering of information and perhaps
a few useful guidelines from my
personal experiences to help the
uninitiated.

Musical Boxes
General: Whenever possible keep

lids, covers, etc., closedto exclude dust
and contamination. Avoid dampness,
excessive heat, dryness or cold, which
may affect the movement or case. (High
central heatingtemperatures will play
havoc with casework). Keep moving
parts lightly oiled, remember over-
oiling is almost as bad as non-oiling,
owing to the capillary action drawing
oil away from the pivots. Use only the
correct grade ofoil. A squeaking noise
heard during playing is almost
certainly not lack oflubrication and is
generally attributable to damaged
comb dampers. Mainsprings will
'grunt' and bind through dryness, but
will not improve with oiling and require
dismantling and reassembling with
heavy grease.

Inspect new purchases for wood-
worm and treat immediately, also
inspect all boxes at regular intervals
for infestation, particularly under-
neath and inside any wooden motor/
mechanism covers. If the wooden
inlaid"/carved case is'tatty'do not seek
to improve it with a coat of 'varnish'or
polyurethane. It is a lengthy operation
to restore such items, and coats of
varnish on top of polish only make the
task more difficult. Before embarking
on restoration, information on the
subject should be sort.

Cylinder Machines
These cover a wide range of manu-

facturing period, style and value, from
the humble three-bell box with
imitation graining on the case-work
and transfer motifs, of the 1900's,
through the very elaborate fully
orchestral, interchangeable cylinder
type, mounted on an inlaid table, to
the very early laminated comb
instruments with plain fruit wood case
and key wind, much prized by many
collectors. Machines were manufac-
tured to cover almost all tastes, age
groups and budgets. For example, it
was possible to purchase a large 'over-
ture' boxplayingperhaps four operatic
overtures on a cylinder of some 31/2"

dia. x 12"-14" long, with a frne comb
having some 250 teeth; or on the other
hand, a box playing 30 popular tunes
on a cylinder 2r/2" dia. of a similar
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length and a coarse comb having only
60-70 teeth. It will be immediately
realisedthatthe quality and complete-
ness ofmusic produced by each varied
enormously and you ownedwhichever
gave you most satisfaction, having
regard to the cost.

Today when purchasing a music
box one should beware of damaged or
badly restored items. A comb with
many broken teeth generally means
that the pins on the cylinder will also
have been damaged - probably through
a 'run' (the governor having failed or
being removed with the mainspring
still wound up!). Also almost certainly
the remaining comb dampers will re-
quire replacing. Arepairbill of several
hundred pounds will be quoted for this
sort ofrestoration. Some years ago it
was the practice to replace the broken
teeth with 'dummy' teeth which did
not quite touch the pins on the cylinder
- inspect all repaired teeth for correct
operation before buying. A'dead' or
out of tune sound can mean a comb
beyond repair, or a box with a curable
malady such as sulphatingofthe leads,
rust causing loss of pitch, missing
dampers causing raising of pitch, or
simply cylinder out of register. Gover-
nors which will not start on their own
can mean anything ranging from
cleaning and oiling required through
to worn units or incorrectly made
replacements parts. But remember
there is one golden rule forthe cylinder
musical box - before 'frddling' with
any ofthe stop work, ratchets, spring
barrel or governor, CAREFULLY
REMOVE THE COMB to avoid
damage in the event of a 'run'.

Disc Machines
Produced in large quantities from

1886 to about 1912, are generally
rather more robust in design than the
cylinder type, but the adjustment and
setting up is if anything more tricky.
They vary in size and design - from
hand turned childrens' toys with 3"
dia. discs, to penny-in-slot self-
changing disc monsters, playing on
discs of almost 3 ft. in diameter. AIso a
fair sprinkling of multi-disc machines
were produced.

Before purchase, beware of the
machine which appears to miss notes,
or plays in a disjointed, out of time
way, generally they have been dis-
mantled and incorrectly assembled,
or are just about worn out! Remember
most of the larger disc machines were
produced to collect money (penny-in-

slot) and have been well used. Today
some replicas of the old machines are
being produced - generally costing as
much or more than the originals!
Inspect the discs for damaged./missing
projections (if applicable) and fl atness;
apart from the 'projectionless' pattern
rust on the disc is no handicap, except
to the appearance. New replicas ofold
discs can also now be purchased, but
cost more than the originals (if such
can be located). Sulphation ofthe comb
leads is far more common in disc
machines than cylinder, and can be
detected by the inevitable 'dead' sound
- particularly in the base response. If
this fault is in its early stages it can be
cured by simply passing a razor blade
between the comb leads and brushing
with paraffrn. Comb dampers are a
common source of trouble with the
usual'squeak-squalk' music accom-
paniment. These will generally require
replacement and setting up on most
unrestored machines that have had
excessrve use.

The cases of the larger machines
are frequently disfrgured by wood-
worm, scuffed and 'dog-eared' at the
corners, and have had the 'polyure-
thane varnish' treatment. They are
costly to restore ifprofessional assist-
ance is sort, but can be tackled by the
amateur handyman (or woman) pro-
vided information on the subject is to
hand.

Organettes
Produced cheaplyin large numbers

from about 1875 onwards, until fairly
recently were not widely sort after by
collectors, but now are becoming ex-
pensive items. Unlike musical boxes
their workmanship is not of the same
high quality and are for the main
robust, basic and almostcrudein action
but possess a charm oftheir own. Music
for the roll players at any rate can be
arranged fairly simply with only
rudimentary knowledge. They are
generally small enough in size to be
operated on a table - hence the name
'Table Organette', but powerful enough
to play in small halls or even out of
doors. Music is produced by a tuned
set of reeds generally vacuum oper-
ated, their number varying from a
minimum of 12 notes up to 30 or so.
The tune sheet is of circular strip or
endless band pattern, generally of
paper/card or occasionally metal.

When purchasing, unless the
machine has been restored it will
almost certainly require the leather/
rubber cloth mechanisms renewing,
also any other rubber items, such as
drive wheels, etc. The reeds may be
broken or contaminated, but are
generally simple to obtain (harmonium
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or American organ items) and frt, but
may require tuning - a dilficult task.
The tune sheets/rolls, unless of metal
type, will probably be worn and
damaged and require renewing - a
simple but arduous task. The cases
are generally of hardwood, grained
and polished - not veneered - and
apart from re-glueing joints and
polishing require little complicated
restoration. The actions are generally
three main types:-

1. Paper or card over holes (large
holes), vacuum action with no
moving parts.

2. Keyed action - all mechanical link-
age from tune sheet to valve and
small keys visible at key frame.

3. Keyless action - small vacuum
servo motors between keyless
frame andvalve. This is the most
complicated systemto repair and
most liable to fault. They are ex-
tremely sensitive to dust, damp-
ness and heat, all causing failure
or lack ofresponse.

Small Mechanical Organs
Antique instruments are becoming

very expensive to obtain and restore.
Modern ones are produced in small
quantities both in this country and on
the continent. Prices ofthese vary but
are generallyconsiderablybelowthose
encountered in the antique freld.
Broadly they divide into:

1. Hand tuned barrel with either
pipes, reeds, or both producing
the music, pressure operated; or
reeds only, vacuum operated.

2. Cardboard book or paper roll
tune sheets with pipe music either
hand turned or motorised.

The pinned barrel was the earliest
music programming device invented
and was still in use for organs up to
Word War I or later. A set of followers
(key frame) senses the music and a
simple mechanical linkage operates
the valves, admitting vacuum./pressure
to the reed./pipe producing the sound.
Many of the early instruments were
later converted to cardboard book/
paper roll operation to enable new
tunes oflonger duration to be played.
The music programme is sensed by
either keys in a frame or keyless servo
action operating other relays until
suffrcient power is built up to operate
the valves (pneumatic action).

Before purchasing a barrel organ
inspect it most thoroughly, remember-
ing the outdoor variety have almost
all been used for hire or reward by
unskilled people in all weathers, and
ifunrestored all leather work (bellows.
pallets, bedding leather, etc.,) will
require replacing. Owing to their
relatively'crude wooden' appearance
many non-standard and undesirable
modifrcations may have been carried
outto overcome general wear and tear.
Woodworm is a great enemy if in the
airways, which will soon upset the
performance and render restoration

ofthis part very diffrcult, even for the
experienced. The barrel also should be
carefully inspected and ifpossible all
music tracks tested. Restoration of
this part is a diffrcult procedure and
the re-pinning of the unit just about
impossible to achieve in this country -
unless the task is undertaken per-
sonally.

I am often told of separate organ
barrels for sale and asked ifthey are of
any interest. The answer is simple,
unless the 'scale'ofthe parent instru-
mentis known. not ofthe leastinterest.

The pipe work on both barrel and
cardboard roll operated instruments
is common, the only difference being
in the actions. To test the cardboard./
paper roll variety note by note a scale
book or roll is required, whereas by
simply lifting the key frame and raising
each follower in turn on the barrel
machine all notes can be checked: but
not necessarily each pipe separately.

The sensing device of the second
type is complicated with many moving
parts - springs, push rods, servo
motors, etc., and must be approached
verycarefully, expert advice beingsort
where necessary. On most small organs
some pipes are located beneath the
instrument - inspect these for shoddy
repairwork such as paper, cardboard,
rubber, cotton, or wire attachmentsl

One othertype ofmechanical organ
commonly encountered is the roll
playing harmonium or American reed
organ. The remarks on reproducing
pianos as regards the keyless action
apply equally, also woodworm, etc.,
and soundness ofbellows. The sound
producing reeds are rarely faulty,
except for requiring careful cleaning
(they are all made to be easily re-
moved). Before purchasing, the paper
roll tune sheets should be checked for
edge condition and distortion through
dampness. It may be possible to im-
prove them by ironing out the wrinkles
and creases.

Mechanical Pianos - Barrel or
Street Pianos

If, from the foregoing, it is thought
that organs and organettes tend to be
of a crude rudimentary nature then it
may come as a shock to realise that
compared to these Street Pianos are
generally basic in the extreme, con-
sisting of a set of tuned strings on a
wooden frame with a set of heavily
sprung hammers striking them, acti-
vated by a rotary pinned barrel. Gener-
ally no damping is provided. The wear
rate as may be expected is extremely
high and coupled with the 'hire or
reward' factor mentioned previously
means most unrestored instruments
do not play well if at all! Before pur-
chase check operations on all tunes if
possible, inspect wooden frame for
signs offailure, and strings for exces-
sive rust, the barrel for loose and miss-
ing pins, and the whole machine for
rot or woodworm.

Barrel operated orchestrions etc.,

are also found and much of the fore-
going applies to these. Occasionally
such machines are found with card-
board./paper roll tune sheets or metal
discs.

Reproducing Pianos
PIANOLAS: The name'pianola' is

really a trade name although most
traditionally it has now come to mean
any piano operated by a paper roll, but
without any built-in mechanical
expression device. They represent an
important part ofthe mechanical music
scene and are now becoming quite
valuable. However, when they require
restoration the cost on a complicated
instrument such as aroll playingpiano
can easily exceed the buying price if
an unwise purchase is made, and being
generally larger than musical boxes
and organettes the cost of repair
materials is greater. The flexible
material used for covering the bellows
and vacuum motors is not leather. but
rubber cloth with yards of rubber
tubing being used for connecting the
actions; both of which will probably
have become perished in an unrestored
instrument. If the piano is a pedal
version it is easy to check the sound-
ness ofthe air system by the general
performance. If electric, not generally
so simple as there are no bellows to
watch - a vacuum pump is frtted. If
the instrument appears to play fairly
well but misses notes, the fault is
usually in the valves and relays - dirt
or failure of the vacuum motor being
the cause. Another diffrculty with the
pianola is many piano-tuners do not
like working on them!

EXPRESSIVE PIANOS: These
were the ultimate development in
mechanical music for the home in the
20's and 30's. They are very compli-
cated in action and quite differentfrom
apianolain performance, using special
music rolls. The performance of the
actual person who cut the roll orig-
inally is repeated accurately by the
piano - for example, we can hear how
Rachmaninov executed his com-
positions!

A test roll is a necessity when
checking the expressive pianos'
performance and also desirable for the
pianola - items such as speed of action
only showing up in this way.

The same remarks refer to wood-
worm infestation, excessive heat, cold,
dryness and dampness apply as in
music boxes.

Always remember when purchasing
something as large and heavy as one
ofthese instruments the cost oftrans-
portation to its new home and generally
re-tuning after moving.

The uarious types, styles and sizes
of rnechanical musical instruments
were almost endless - and almost euery
one in its original condition played
well for the purpose it was built. I arn
by now rarely surprised by outlandish
pieces - "the Victorians lEdwardians

I
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In the Summer 1980 issue, on page
266 ofVol. 9, I put a briefnote about
the French composer C. L. N. D'Albert
(1809-1866). Since then I have dated
frfteen of his tunes, which appear
quite often on cylinder boxes, and I
think they are worth listing (in
alphabetical order). . .

Adeline waltz
Amber Witch
Bridal polka
Camp polka
Dew drop waltz
L'Espagnole waltz
Garibaldi galop
Helena polka
National Schottische
Princess Marie galop

Queen of hearts waltz
St. Petersburg quadrille
Sebastopol quadrille
The sirens waltz

1857
1861
1846
1853
1850
1857
1859
t847
1848
1855
1860
1850
L854
1858

He also composed an arrangement
of t}ne Court of St. James quadrille in
1865, butthis tune originated in 1757.
Arthur Sullivan's Sweethearts
appeared in 1875 and D'Albert pro-
duced an arrangement of it in 1876.
So both their names (and others!) are
seen on tune sheets with this tune.

Early key-winds by F. Lecoultre
Masses of key-wind musical boxes in
plain cases and with 8" cylinders
playing four or six airs were made in
Geneva in the 1830's. They can only
be attributed to a maker when suit-
able marked.

One such has its original tune
sheet shown in Fig. 1, which safely

attributes it to F. Lecoultre. The top
oval panel at the rightjust reveals F
L in italic capitals, possibly deliber-
ately defaced, and the left oval
typically gives the Gamme number
1636. Agent B B & C is in the bottom
border. Four composers provide the
corner diagonals, Rossini and Meyer-
beer at the top.

This same tune sheet design, here
on serial 10920 in 1836, was still in
use on smaller boxes such as serial
36766 in 1867, shown on page 336 of
Vol. 11. For serial 11878 it appears
on page 41 of MBSI's Mechanical
Music, Winter 1991.

Ifthe tune sheet had been missing,
this box could still be attributed to F.
Lecoultre by the smallest known
stamped figures in its serial number,
under 1l/zmm high, as shown in Fig.
2; and also by the "rampant puppy"
craft mark, Fig. 3, which incidentally
is about a year earlier than the one
shown on page 40 of the above MBSI
reference.

The comb of serial 10920 has 101
teeth, many in groups of three
including t}:e 44OHz a teeth nos. 31
to 33, relative stiffness 180, rather
high for the period. The comb brass
base and the brass lead are both
scribed 1638, throwing serious doubt
on the 1636 claimed by the tune sheet!
The tune tracks are .017" and tune 1

is on the lining up dots.

The blank number is 27, shown in
Fig. 4; and, new to me, another num-
ber 7874 is stamped carefully under
thebedplatein2mm frgures as shown
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. Miniscule serial number on
top left of F. Lecoultre bedplate.

The cylinder is rather sparsely
pinned, typical of many early boxes,
specially at the treble end where
many teeth in groups are under-used.
I think many tune arrangers were
still worried about any tooth being
lifted again aftertoo short a breather.
However, the performance is as usual
reliable and effective, with that
distinctive clarity but rather elusive
bass so common in 1830s boxes. I
must add that on this box the
Lecoultre pinning accuracy is top
class.

The tune numbers marked on the
tune sheet are typical ofthe period,
and they undoubtedly referred to
listed arrangements of the type
recently described for Cuendet, in
Oddments 73.

Fig. 3. The tiny (3mm) "rampant
puppy" craft mark, with the usual
two small dots below, shown in its
usual position under the spring
barrel on serial f0920.

Alibert boxes also had their serial
numbers in these tiny frgures but
they were pinned with the last tune
on the cylinder dots. So, when an
unidentifred box comes along with its
serial number in these miniscule
frgures and has tune one on the dots,
it is almost certain to be by F. Le-
coultre - specially if it was sold in
Geneva.

Such a box is serial 7965, key-
wind with L}t/+" (26cm) cylinder
playing six airs of which two are pre-
1820 and the rest hard to trace but
probably all before 1830. The F.
Lecoultre dating chart puts serial
7965 at 1832, which frts these early
tunes. Another typical Lecoultre
detail is the serial number 7965
written neatly in ink under the case.

L. Lawater i Genive
The usual type oftune sheet for the
above-mentioned serial 7965 has been
replaced by the brass plate shown in
Fig. 6.

Fig. f. A long-lived tune sheet design, here on serial 10920. The original title
of tune 35 is frrst recorded in England in 1836 but is probably more than two
years earlier. I think the heavy correction was done by the tune sheet writer.
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L. Lawater as a possible maker
caused interest when this appeared
in a July 1978 Christie's auction.
When another Lawater surfaced at
Christie's in December 1996 I got
quite excited until I found it was the
same box! Meanwhile no record of
Lawater as a maker could be found
and he can now be safely listed with
the Agents.

I would like to know what gamme
nurnber is scribed on the bass lead
and comb base of this box . . . it is
unlikely to be higher than 1000,
according to the chart on page 273 of
my second book. When Henri Capt
bought Lecoultre boxes he used their
gamme number on his tune plate, as
shown on page 198 of the same
reference. So Lawater's No. 2048, as
seen in Fig. 6, remains unexplained.

Paillards in London
The famous annual Kelly's London
Post Office Directory recorded, among
many other items, the occupants of
all premises by name and by location
together with lists of those engaged
in all Trades.

Fig.4. F. Lecoultre 10920 bedplate
edge with blank no. 27. The two nicks
on the spring barrel mark the
correct fitting position for the
extracting slot in the cover.

It takes nearly two reels of micro
frlm to cover each year's directory, so
a complete search ofthe years 1870 to
1899 would be a bit tiring. I com-
promised, and this is what I found
out about the location and activities
of Paillard-Vaucher Fils . . .

1871, they were at 6, Thavie's Inn
E C as watch and musical box man-
ufacturers (representative John
Manger).

1876, at 8, Bartlett's buildings E
C, with John Manger, agent.

I87 9, at 62, Holborn Viaduct. This
was the new building for Snow Hill
station on the London, Chatham and
Dover railway. It housed three ten-
ants of which Paillard Vaucher Fils
was listed no. 2, (their hyphen was
always omitted).

1881. still at 62. Holborn Viaduct

but now listed as Paillard Vaucher
Fils & Co., watch and musical box
makers; manufactory Ste. Croix,
Switzerland.

1885, similar text but the last
Paillard Vaucher entry.

This agrees with the recent Piguet
book, and the notes on page 18 ofVol.
18, that Paillard-Vaucher closed
down in March 1885.

One year later, in 1886, the entry
changed to A. Paillard & Co. with
exactly the same wording as the 1887
entry which is shown in Fig. 7. This
was Arthur Paillard, son of Auguste
Paillard-Vaucher; but four years
later, in 1889, it was changed to C.
Paillard & Co. in line with the
Paillard's current name in Ste. Croix.
Therefore, some time before 1889,
and probably during 1885, the
Paillards took over the Paillard-
Vaucher et frls London O{frce and
adopted the P.V.F. trade-mark. This
demolishes point (2) on page 18 of
Vol. 18 and proves that the Paillards
and Paillard-Vaucher did have
business connections. These probably
started well before 1885 and saved
them having to open a London Office.
They would naturally cash in on the
goodwill value of the office at 62,

Holborn Viaduct.
Thenextname change was in 1897,

when the entry read: Paillard A.W.,
28, Berners St. Agents for the Poly-
phon musical box.

There are other notable names in
Fig. 7. Geo. Bendon is marked as a
wholesaler. Thomas Dawkins refers
us to his display advert, among about
frfty others in another section ofthe
Directory. John Mangers company is
listed simply as Manger & Co., then
at the same address as Mojon,
Montandon, which became Mojon,
Manger in 1893. The little illustration
around the P.V.F. trade-mark shows
the typical P.V.F. tune sheet with
standing frgures each side and Swiss
cross at top centre with award medal
also in top border. It is often seen on
"Amobean" boxes as mentioned in
the text.

J. M. & Co.
It is very interesting, and I think not
previously reported, that John
Manger was a representative and
later agent for Paillard-Vaucher from
1871 until 1876. His mark, "J M &
Co, Ste. Croix Suisse" is seen in the
lower central cartouche of Paillard's
"curved damper panels" tune sheets,

Fig. 5. Mystery 7874 stamped under Lecoultre bedplate. The nicks filed at the
edge indicate the travel ofthe control levers.

Fig. 6. Lawater's brass tune plate, with his No. 2048, as fixed to the (beading-
edged) case lid of serial 7965.
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musical boxes. some of which were
sold by John Manger. They shared
premises at 26 and 27 Bartlett's
buildings, E C, as can be seen in Fig.
7. None of them got a mention by
Chapuis, but I see no reason to doubt
that Mojon, Manger & Co., or M.M.C
as they untidily stamp governor cocks
and case locks, made the boxes with
the colourful tune sheet showing a
dancing couple at left, shown on page
230 of Vol. 14, Ord-Hume no. 48.

They seem to have specialised in
larger boxes, and their versatility is
confirmed by the ser-vice they offered
in the 1893 Kelly's Directory when
they advertised "Musical boxes made
to special order in six weeks."

So it is very strange that their
serial numbers so far reported range
only from 25262 to 34069, covering
the years from 1884 to 1893.

I have charted these in Fig. 8, with
data in the accompanying Table, in
the hope that future researches may
extend this meagre data.

A P Co stamped on goverrror cock
Two cylinder boxes have recently
surfaced with their governor cocks
neatly stamped A P Co and no other
distinguishing marks.

One has a 9r/2" (23cm) cylinder
playing 6 airs, the latest 1878. Serial
number Is 44814, tune 1 on cylinder
dots, original tune sheet lost.

The otherhas a 13" (33cm) cylinder
also playing 6 airs, the latest 1880.
Serial number is 46952, tune 1 on
dots, and tune sheet shown in Fig. 9.
This tune sheet, a design not pre-
viously recorded, gives the serial
number which is confrrmed on the
mechanism and the bass lead. The
tune sheet heading reads Sublime
Harmonie Tremolo with Zither added
in rather a squash at the end. This
zither, mounted from the bedplate
and therefore certainly an original
fitting, acts only on the 44 teeth ofthe
central comb between the two sublime
harmonie combs each with 39 teeth.

Several makers producedthis type

Fig. 7. Trade entry in Kelly's direc-
tory for the year 1887 - copied by
courtesy of the Guildhall Library,
Corporation oflondon.

for example on serial nos. 528 and
749. Both have latest tunes dated
1876 which fits in the above agency
period. His mark is also seen in the
same position on tune sheets with
the simple "printers border" and a
sinister example is on page 26\ of
Vol. 15 (my second book, page 200).

His mark, simply as J. M. & Co., is
also seen in a scroll wrapped round
the four cherubs in the centre ofthe
lower border of the "four-post
columns" tune sheet. An example with
three 1890s tunes, serial 635, is on
page 46 of Vol. 16 (my second book,
page 193). It is also reported on serials
3436 and 17618, the latter a classy
17" (43cm) 8-air Harpe Harmonique.
These three were very likely made by
Jules Cuendet.

Mojon, Manger & Co.
Mojon, Montandon who later became
Mojon, Manger were makers of cartel

1880 r885 1890 1895

Fig. 8. Partial dating chart for Mojon, Manger boxes. Their initial and final
production dates are not known.

Table of Mojon, Manger dates for Fig. 8

Serial Latest
Tune Cylinder Tunes Type No.

25262
26587
28441
29342
30850
3r462
33454
34069

1884
1888
1888
1891
1891
1890
1893
1893

6" (15cm)
11" (28cm)
11" (28cm)
13" (33cm)
13" (33cm)
13" (33cm)

71ln" (18cm)
13" (33cm)

8
8
8

t2
t2

6
8

t2

Drum and 3 bells
Rechange 3 cyls. standard
Six bells. Buffet
Alternate tips
Standard
Rechange 6 cyls. L. Marche
Standard
Standard

1

2
3

4
5
6
d
I

8

All except nos. 2 and 6 have the dancing couple tune sheet. All have tune 1 on
the cylinder track lines and dots. Nos. 3 and 4 have double springs.
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Fig. 9. Tune sheet of A P Co serial 46962, litho by Pilet & Cougnard of Geneva. Tune 2 is the fate€t, 1880, with both I and
4 from 1869. No nickel plating, except zither. Box probably made between 1881 and 1885.

of movement, sometimes with
reduced musical quality from eight
airs still with 13" cylinder. They are
often referred to as "3-comb sublime
harmonie" which is not strictly correct
because that describes a (rare) type
with the three combs all having sub-
lime harmonie scales as described in
the Paillard patent. Here, the Fig. 9
tune sheet accurately describes its
movement, the central tremolo comb
having its teeth mostly in groups of
four or five with the same pitch.

The resulting music is near the
borderline of becoming florid: the 78
sublime harrnonie teeth fully render
the melody leaving 44 tremolo teeth
for decoration. That is frne for tunes
like Mandolinata atd. the Schubert
Serenade but not so good for the
bumpy railway ride in tune 2 and
Wagner's noisy march - they both
lack punch which the tremolo cannot
quite compensate.

Who made this box? The (unusual)
Geneva lithographer suggests a
Geneva maker, but the high serial
number and tune 1 being on the cylin-
der dots narrow the possibilities.
These 44 and 46 thousand serials are
too high for Allard and Grosclaude,
leaving only Lecoultre as a possible
Geneva maker. But so far the highest
reported Lecoultre serial number is
under 42OOO and dated about 1870.
However, in 1871 the Lecoultre busi-
ness was taken over by Auguste
Perrelet, who also worked in Geneva
with Grosclaude. He named his
company A. Perrelet & Cie. and he
exhibited at Vienna, in 1873; Paris,

1878; and Geneva, 1880, adding
"Successeurs de F. C. Lecoultre." He
also exhibited at the 1885 Inventions
Exhibition in London, one of those
shown in the catalogue extract, Fig.
10. It really seems certain that theee
A P Co boxes are by Perrelet, formerly
Lecoultre. Therefore more sightings
of tune sheets like Fig. 9, and more A
P Co governors, are eagerly awaited.

My mistake
I made a frightfirl howler in Oddments
70. The so-called Heller tabatiere on
page 193 ofVol. 17 has the anchor
and J C trademark, and was made by
Jules Cuendetwithhis serial number
51977. Sorry.

Progress report
I well remember, several years ago
when I reached age 75, thatthis figure
was regarded as a "milestone."

So now at Oddments 75 I will use
this milestone to thank patient
readers for their support and their
supplies of data. Don't stop.

Sometimes I forget to acknowledge
this help. It happened in Oddments
73 when Niko Wiegman supplied
those Nicole hooked teeth; he,is one
of several reliable helpers in the
Netherlands.

Also I must pay tribute to the Edi-
tor and his s6altrfor paking all these
oddments often look quite attractive.

Though less mobile than formerly
I can still get to our telephone; its
nnmber is 01403 752309 and it is
capable ofreceiving a fax. I

_3739 rjlcoLt 'nilrps, 2L Ely
Place, London, E.C.-llusiml Boseq in-
clrrling those wlriuh lrlay [rrr tlrrcc hours nith
onco ruiuding a,nrl musiel boses on o uerv prirr-
ciplc for iotenluugurble c.vliuden

374o GTLLtrITII & CO., Clock Fa,c-
torlr, CroydoD--Musical Clockr.

_94r. WEIB, U. A-, I Palace G}rove,
9ppe! ISorwood, Sumey. - Automoric
Dluricrl lustrumeutg anrl llugic lVri0er.

_ffifr_Bff#ctr, cL, Pras, Gemany.

4., & co., l8
an Switzerland._

_ 947. LA-IT(IDORFF & FIIJ$ G€neva,
Ewltt€rland.-Dtucical Bores und Furuirure.

3749 PAILLI\RD & CO., OS Eolbom
Yfa4""t, Ip44on,_ triC. ; UanufrptotT,
SA Cloit, 6wit$rlEDd.-Speciolitier-Tf,6SA Cloit, 6wit$rlEDd.-Speciolitier-Tf,6
Plemdiennique Ioeicrt Boa Tbc tutercbang-
oble Botrtl [odcrl lbs.

Fig. 10. Musicaf box exhibitora on
page 82ii2 of the 1886 Intemational
Inventions Exhibition catalogue.
Perrelet'e advertieement in the
catalogue wac shown on page 269 ol
Vol.1O.
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Iptlers sent to the Editor may be rcprod,uced in porl or
whole, unless morked,, "Not for Publication-" Due lo the
amount ofworh inuolved in producing the "Music Box" the
Editor regrets he cannot answer all lelters percotuall1t-

Decam.ps Little Dancer
Mr. J. H. Schumacher writes from
the U.S.A:-
I read with great interest A. J. L. Wright's
article entitled, "Decamps' Little Dancer"
in the Spring 1997 issue of "The Music
Box" Journal. Over the years I have
enjoyed Mr. Wright's fine articles on
automata. The article's subtitle reads,
"Build one for yourself"! I have a great
interest in mechanical musical figures
so I proceeded to follow the instructions
and sketch of the mechanism given in
the article and "build one" for mvself.

Decamps Ballerina.

Although it was not quite as easy to
make as I expected, I feel the piece turned
out quite well. Instead ofusing an electric
motor to operate the mechanism, as
shown in the article, I substituted a
manivelle movement in the base. I
thought this would be more in keeping
with the movements found in some of
the old simpler mechanical musical
frgures. Also, this would allow me to
slightly vary the speed of the dancer's
rotation and yet not affect the tempo of
the song very much. The tune I chose
was "Swan Lake" because it goes nicely
with the dancing theme of the doll. I

Restored barcel-organ
Mr. A. J. L. Wright writes from the
West Midlands:-
As a post-script to my piece on the
Grosmont barrel-organ I should like to
bring to your attention another restored
barrel-organ. Shortly after visiting Gros-
mont, by an odd coincidence I happened
to be in Dorset and called at the tiny
village of Steeple where in 1987 I had
seen in the church there the movement
of a Walker barrel-organ without pipes
or case and in a very distressed condition
(Fie. 1).

Fig. l. Remains of barrel-organ at
Steeple in 1987.

It was supplied in 1858, then at some
stage in its career it was cannibalised so
that its case and pipes could be used to
make up a useable organ in another
church elsewhere, but fortunately the
movement was not thrown away.

I was delighted to find the organ com-
pletely restored and fitted into a 'cage' so
that all its parts could be seen working
including the revolver mechanism with
three barrels (Fig. 2). Unfortunately, as
Steeple is very isolated and my visit
brief, I was unable to speak to anyone
about its history and restoration.

Perhaps there is some member living
in that area who could give us a full
account ofits restoration? I

Fig. 2. The restored barrel-organ at
Steeple.

Respectful point
Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume wriies
fron Guildford, Surrey:-
I was very interested to read in'Register
News'in the last edition (page 66) of the
pioneering approaches of Mr. Keith
Harding and Mr. Cliff Burnett being
described as'amongthe first to recognise
the importance of preserving and res-
toring musical boxes'.

Might I respectfully point out, without
diminishing in any way the achievement
of these two renowned gentlemen, that I
was performing such work on clocks and
musical-boxes around 1952. In thatyear
I restored two musical boxes for the late
Captain Cecil Hugh Latimer-Needham
ofCranleigh, Surrey, and advised him of
the importance of the music which they
played. I also restored disc musicalboxes,
the frrst being a Polyphon for a titled
lady living in Niton, Isle of Wight, in
1958.

Around this time, Mr. John E. T.
Clarkwas stilllivinginMiddletonStreet,
London, and, because he was no longer
able to undertake repairs due to failing
health, he was forced to sub-contract his
restoration work, a task which I shared
with Gerry Planus, then ofTooley Street,
London. John Clark once paid me the
compliment of telling me that I was
better at putting teeth into a comb than
he was - a comment which he made in
the presence of Gerry Planus and Bob
Montgomery.

Subsequently, and soon after Mr.
Graham Webb had opened his frrst shop
in the Portobello Road, I used to under-
take a variety of repairs for him.

Around this time I also carried out a
good deal ofrestoration work including
comb repairs for Mr. Stanley F. Sunley
at his shop in George Street off Baker
Street.

And when, soon afterwards, Keith
Harding frrst opened up in business in
an arcade at the South end ofthe Porto-
bello Road, I was delighted to undertake
several repairs for him, also.

The frrst person in modern times to
set up a fully-equipped musical-box
restoration workshop was indeed Mr.
Harding at 93, Hornsey Road - but that
was some years after I had closed down
my first workshop at Evelyn Drive, Hatch
End (near Pinner) and moved to the Isle
of Wight and set up another workshop
part of which I subsequently moved to
my then flat in Prince Albert Road. That
was in 1962.

While atthattime I had nevertackled
the repinning of a cylinder (and confess
to having been terminally frightened of
large mainsprings), Mr. David Tallis
carried out successful experiments at
his home in Pinner (in the Spring of 1965
he was reported as having repinned a 9-
inch Nicole four-air in under 15 hours).
SubsequentlyMr. Hardingdevelopedthe
technique into a viable commercial pro-
cess which has been adopted with equal
success by others since.

Prior to this, any cylinders requiring
repinning had to be sent to Switzerland
where the Baud Frdres workshop often
took more than a year to process them.

Mr. Harding has undoubtedly estab-
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lished a reputation in restoration but it
would not be correct to assume his to
have been a unique concept and in so
doing to ignore all that took place before
his fortuitous arrival on the clock and
musical-box scene. I was, after all, one of
those doing just that sort of restoration
work some considerable whilebefore Mr.
Harding learned the trade in which he
now excels.

It was also at this time that I directed
emphasis to the burden of responsibility
on the restorer and set out the duties of
those upon whose shoulders rested the
obligation of conservation.

At a time when I used to make the
occasional radio broadcast under the
auspices of my erstwhile producer
Madeau Stewart, then of the BBC, I
always stressed the significance of
mechanical music and,, above all, the
paramount need to preserve and restore.
Copies ofthese broadcasts exist in the
Sound Archives of the Musical Box
Society of Great Britain alongside the
old radio programmes and talks givenby
Canon Wintle and John E. T. Clark.

I remain thankful that my words of
all those years ago have now fallen on
fertile ground. Do remember that it was
not all that long ago that so-called
'restorers' (in particular one who plied
his trade, but did not have a shop, in the
Portobello Road) deliberately broke teeth
out of one comb to solder into another!
The result was pretty awful and, of
course, the'new'teeth never matched. I
shudder to think how many perfectly
restorable boxes were destroyed in this
manner. I

ACROSS

1. Comes to a stop in Switzerland (6)
4. Pa said'No!'to a stop on the organ

(8)

9. WasO.K.whenpartlyrivetted(6)
10. Steam puffer in the coal pile (8)

12. Morgan is told to produce a key
man (8)

13. Repeats a round - it could be
Spring!(6)
Leave it empty to hold a single (4)

I do not frlm about this top decor-
ation (5, 2, 3)
There's something missing if you
do this! (4, 1,5)
Despot in trouble, - its a Royal! (4)

Get airbourne with six in a tea-
round (6)

Lucky symbol difficult to frnd at
night (5, 3)
Hit scored by a soprano? (4,4)
Olga! Lo shall thou keep thy feet
dry!(6)
Going round is something to grin
at (8)

Lookatit again-itlooks as though
you should! (2-4)

by A. J. L. lVright

6.

7.

8.

11.

L4.
t7.

19.

2L.

22.

24.

26.

DOWN
1. TheVolgaviolin-makercreatesa

fairground player (7)

2. There's certainty in referring to
reeds as tongues! (3, 1,5)

3. City ofroll and dance (6)

5. One mother will be a religious
leader (4)

15.

16.

19.

20.
23.

25.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Fell from pylon? Hop into a melody-
maker (8)

Tesco urges us to clean out (5)

Gramophones like this must be
distressed! (7)

Cosmo's is best for a slow soak
through (7)

Player in kaleidoscopic colours (7)

Sound of Sullivan breaking a
string? (4, 5)
Hertale hides a coverfor air power
(7)

Sort ofwind that upsets the cart (7)

Girl returns after a month for some
notes (6)

From repin go to turn a piece of
metal (5)

Rising madness will knock you out
A)

1 4 5 7 8

0

12 13

't5

19 20 2'l

l3 24 25

27 28

30
A Christrnas

T?eepresent!!!

CYLINDER
MUSICAL

BOX
TECHNOLOGY

By H. A. V. Bulleid

Describes the products of
30 makers, with 11 dating
charts, restoration data,
tune dates for 40 com-
posers,50 tune sheets, full
index. Preface by Graham
Webb.
296 pages, 155 illus-
trations, 13 tables, 5r/z" by
8r/2" f.I4, p & p f,2.00 UK,
f2.50 Europe, elsewhere
f2.50 surface, f,5.00 air
from the author at Cherry-
mead, Ifold, Loxwood,
West Sussex RH14 0TA.
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LAST DATE FOR RECEIPT
OF ADVERTISEMENTS FOR
INCLUSION IN NEXT ISSUE:-
1st February 1998.

Mininm cost each advertieenent t6,
Members: 16p per word
(bold type 8p per word extra).

Minimu cost each advertisement f,9.60.
Non-Members: 32p per word.
{bold type l6p per word extra).

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASIE TO:
Advertising Secretary,
Ted Brown, The Old School,
Guildford Road, Bucks Gren, Horshan,
West Sussex RHr2 8aIP. Tel:01403 823533

push-up player is used to give a
sensitively rendered programme of music
to suit most tastes. f,7.50 (f,5.50 mem-
bers), plus 65p p. & p. from 27 Blackall
Road, Exeter, Devon EX4 4HE.
Complete mechanism for twin comb
Symphonion 1034"f,350. Two 13" cylin-
der box movements f,200 each. 3 Rol-
monicas witl rolls in near mint condi-
tion f,285 each. Battery oil bottles signed
T. Edison f,20 each. Brian Chesters, 43
Raikes Parade, Blackpool FY1 4EY. Tel:
01253 292529.

WAIYTED
Organette music wanted. Any
Dolcine card music any condition. 14
note Melodia and Clariona music (on
spools). All other organette music, bands,
spools, discs, any condition considered.
Contact Ted Brown 01403 823 533.

Automata, large or small, can usually
buy right over the telephone. Jerry
Wallace, 1641 Tower Grove Drive,
Beverly Hills, California 902 10 (3 10) 858
0528.

Wanted. 151/2" Polyphon, restored or
unrestored. Would prefer only mechan-
ism. Also can anyone supply details for
Model 53 Polyphon. All offers heartily
welcome. C. Nitschke, 30455 Hannover,
Steinbreite 55, Germany.
Wanted. Musicbooks forPianoMelodica,
48 note model. Enquiries to 01626
853502.

Extraordinary and unusual disc musical
boxes, plus Adler/Fortuna musical box
(1$5/e"-0 discs) any condition. P. H. Wirtz,
Wiesenweg 5, 63500 Suligenstadt, Ger-
many. TeVfax: Germany 6182-66515.
Wanted. Nicole Overture or Forte
Piano box for my own collection. Brian
Chesters 01253292520.

Pneumatic Restoration of
Organettes,

Chamber Barrel Organs,
Player Pianos etc.

Please telephone:
Paul Corin on 01579 343108

BLACK FOREST COLLECTOR
Seeking unusual and ornate Cuckoo clocks,
Organ clocks, Animated Black Forest clocks,
Musical Black Forest clocks - trumpeters
erc.
Roy Aletti, P.0. Box 757 Harrison, NY 1 0528,
USA. Phone: 01 0-1 -(91 4) 835-1 930, 01 0-1 -
(91 4) 835-0830. Fax: 0 1 0-1 -(91 4) 835-0828.

RATES FOR DISPI,AY ADVERTS
SPECIAL POSITIONS (offered as available).

Outside back cover (tone or two colours) Full page only f249
(full colour, one photograph to max. size of8" x 6") f,560

Inside covers: Full page f,218.

POSITIONS INSIDE JOURNAJ, (as available).
Full page f,150, Halfpage f,86, Quarter page f54, Eighth page f,36
scm boi in classifred arda f,32, 3Lm box in ilassified irea 322

These charges include typesetting but are exclusive ofany artwork which may be required. Half-tone,
artwork and design can be provided ifneeded at additional cost. Black and white half-tones f,15 each.
Desigrr and artwork quotes on request.

DISCOUNTS (applicable only on accounts that are settled within 30 days, othemise strictly nett).
Four or more consecutive insertions: Area rate less 207,
A further 57o discount is given if payment is in advance.

MECHANICAL DATA type area:-
Full page 105/a" x 71le" (270mm x 180mm), Half page 105/e" x 31/r'(270mm x 88mm) or 7t/a x
55/'0"'(160mm x t35mm), Quarter page 56/16" x 3i/ro(135mm x 88mm)-

FOR SALE
For Sale. Antique phonographs, high
quality, will ship overseas, contact Scott
Vala, 16585 Hascall, Omaha N.E. 68130-
2060 usA.
For Sale. Violano BowWheels, complete
or can rebuild your old if the arbors are
good originals. Ralph Schulz, The Mech-
anical Musicologist, 420 W. State St.,
Belle Plaine, Minn. 56011, U.S.A. Phone/
fax: 612-873-6704.
For Sale. Ampico Rogers Baby Grand,
fully restored, repolished. Steck Duo-
Art, pedal electric, fully restored, re-
polished. Marshall & Rose 88 note
upright player piano, in good oak case
with matching oak stool. Piano and
player mechanism need attention (res-
tored several years ago), f700 o.n.o. AII
in England. Write or phone for details,
R. M. Brooks, 3 Beechwood Grove,
Barrhead, Scotland G78 2JH. 0141 881
0304.

Steinway Duo-Art Model K 1921, tare
steam boat pump model, cherry red case
and quantity of rolls. Piano pulley
reconditioned. Restrung, felts, hammers
etc. Player restored. Enquiries 01626
853502.

Austrian Grand Sonniere striking clock
with music on the hour. Cylinder move-
ment in base inscribed F. Rzebitschek
Fabricwerk in Wein. LZ,OOO. Phone/fax
01913 889273.

Aeolian Orchestrelle Organ No. 8062
Model 2851. Mahogany 5ft x 6ft x2.6ft.
Partially working, in need of restoration.
Some rolls f,3,750. STECK PIANOLA, in
need ofrestoration. Some rolls. Contact:
John Milton. Devon, 01752 665886.

PAUL MORRIS'MUSIC presents: a one
hourtape entitled "AN EVENINGWITH
THE PIANOLA," a recently restored

Deadline Dates for-
Display Advertising

copy
1st April; 1st July;

lst October; lst February

Editorial copy must be submitted at
least

9_@,p.io. to above dates.

Posting of nagazine:
27th Febru ary ; 27 th April;
7th August; 7th November

}VANITED
Barrel Pianos/Organs,

working or not, parts and carts.
Please telephone:

Alan Wyatt on (01223) 860332.

ANSIVERS TO CHRISTMAS
cRosswoRn

DOIVN: 1. Gavioli; 2. not a guess; 3.
Vienna; 5. Imam; 6. Polyphon; 7. scour;
8. needled; 11. osmosis; 14. piccolo; 17.
Lost Chord; 19. leather; 2l.ratchet;22.
octave; 24. ingot;' 26. stun.

NOTICE
The attention of members is dram to the
fact that tbe app earance in The Music Bor
of an advertiser's announcement does not
in anywayimply endorsement, approval or
recommendation ofthat advertiser and his
sewices by the editor of the joumal or by
the Musical Box Society of Great Britain.
Members are reminded that they must
satisfv themselves as to the abilitv of the
advertiser to serue or supplv them

The Editor and the
Committee of the
Musical Box Society
of Great Britain
wish all its rnembers
a Happy Christmas
and a Melodious
New Year.
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Grenoghonc " Vlctor', llXF

" Polyphm-Mudk Atlto! rtn,
apptox, 1895 (O 15'lr in)

"Sy|n phonlon Muslk-Aulooa3',
apprcx. 1895 (@ 15 'ft in)

tt Mechanical Music... tt

A great variety of important collector's itcms and museums pieces are ofiercd at
world's leading Specialty Auction of "Technlcal Antiquec" in Cologne, Germany:

Fullv lllushrtcd crtdosue: DM 43.-/Ovcrscrs (USA, Jrpon, cjc.) r DM 55.- (= approx.35.- LJSI$
incl. airnaill) ' Avrlbbb .grhl pnpchcnt only by cheque, cesh or brnkes dnft. or seld card

number with expiry date of these credit cerds only: 0 Mester-/Eurocard e Visa tr AnEx

AIICT]TON]hANW ]KOtNr
Breker - The Specialists

P.O. Box 50 11 lt D-50!)|/r Kcln .-Bmr^SE. 52&5-3q_D-50168_Kocln (BayenthalEob)
T al. +49 IZUX m 49, F AX 149121 lll I 7 I

'Wcltc.Mlpon-Fcurig'
Reprodrirylm

'Polyphon No.6G",1S)5
wih bells, O 22 in

Art Nouvcau grrnophmc "Mclba'
by H.MV.:ciantrrtg!

bmi Ta izo, Tcl, l? AX (ffi) t45{62t
(0D 443.qns
P icho4 TCIIF AX Qt fl 3l n 43



MECHANICAL MUSIC
TupsDAY, 18rH NovEMBER 1997

A Nicole Frdres Interchangeable Cylinder Musical Box
playing eight airs. Sold for f,4000.

Entries are now being accepted for future sales.

For further enquiries, please contact

Tory Jones
or Emma Simpson on Telr 0171 229 9090

http://www.phirips-aucrions.com 
Fax: 017 | 792 9201

INTERNATIONAL
AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS

LONDON o PARIS o NEW YORK . GENEVA . ZURICH
BRUSSELS O THE HAGUE ' DUSSELDORF

10 Salem Road, Bayswater, London WZ 4DL.


